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Abstract 
Background Climate change, global travel and trade have facilitated the 

spread of Aedes mosquitoes and have consequently enabled the diseases they 

transmit (dengue fever, Chikungunya, Zika and yellow fever) to emerge and 

re-emerge in uninfected areas. Large dengue outbreaks occurred in Athens in 

1927 and in Portuguese island, Madeira in 2012, but there are almost no recent 

reports of Aedes aegypti, the principal vector, in Europe. A dengue outbreak 

needs four conditions: sufficient susceptible humans, abundant Aedes vector, 

dengue virus introduction, and conducive climate. Can Aedes aegypti 

establish themselves again in Europe in the near future if they are introduced? 

How do the current and future climate affect dengue transmission globally, 

and regionally as in Europe? This thesis tries to answer these questions.  

Methods Two process-based mathematical models were developed in this 

thesis. Model 1 describes a vector’s ability to transmit dengue ̶ vectorial 

capacity  ̶  based on temperature and diurnal temperature range (DTR). Model 

2 describes vector population dynamics based on the lifecycle of Aedes 

aegypti. From this model, vector abundance was estimated using both climate 

as a single driver, and climate together with human population and GDP as 

multiple drivers; vector population growth rate was derived as a threshold 

condition to estimate the vector’s invasion to a new place.  

Results Using vectorial capacity, we estimate dengue epidemic potential 

globally for Aedes aegypti and in Europe for Aedes aegypti and Aedes 

albopictus. We show that mean temperature and DTR are both important in 

modelling dengue transmission, especially in a temperate climate zone like 

Europe. Currently, South Europe is over the threshold for dengue epidemics 

if sufficient dengue vectors are present. Aedes aegypti is on the borderline of 

invasion into the southern tip of Europe. However, by end of this century, the 

invasion of Aedes aegypti may reach as far north as the middle of Europe 

under the business-as-usual climate scenario. Or it may be restricted to the 

south Europe from the middle of the century if the low carbon emission - Paris 

Agreement - is implemented to limit global warming to below 2°C. 

Conclusion Climate change will increase the area and time window for Aedes 

aegypti’s invasion and consequently the dengue epidemic potential globally, 

and in Europe in particular. Successfully achieving the Paris Agreement would 

considerably change the future risk scenario of a highly competent vector ̶ 

Aedes aegypti’s  ̶  invasion into Europe. Therefore, the risk of transmission of 

dengue and other infectious diseases to the mainland of Europe depends 

largely on human efforts to mitigate climate change. 

Key words: dengue, mathematical modelling, vectorial capacity, DTR, Ae. 

aegypti, Ae. albopictus, climate change, Europe, vector invasion, abundance.  
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Sammanfattning på Svenska 

Bakgrund Klimatförändringar tillsammans med en ökad frekvens av globala 

resor och handel har gynnat spridningen av Aedes-myggor och möjliggjort att 

de sjukdomar som de överför (dengue feber, Chikungunya, Zika och gul feber) 

etablerar sig i tidigare oinfekterade områden. Det två största utbrotten av 

dengue i Europa inträffade i Aten 1927 och på den portugisiska ön Madeira 

2012 orsakades av Aedes aegypti, men i de allra flesta delar i Europa finns 

inga rapporter om Aedes aegypti. Ett utbrott av dengue kräver att fyra villkor 

uppfylls: tillräckligt mottagliga människor, rikligt med Aedes-vektorer, 

introduktion av dengue-virus, och ett gynnsamt klimat. En stor fråga idag är 

om Aedes aegypti kan etableras igen i Europa i ett förändrat klimat, och hur 

nuvarande och framtida klimatförhållanden möjligör dengue smittspridning 

globalt och regionalt i Europa. Denna avhandling försöker svara på dessa 

frågor. 

Metoder Två processbaserade matematiska modeller utvecklades i arbetet 

med denna avhandling. En av modellerna beskriver vektorns förmåga att 

överföra dengue - vektorkapaciteten - baserat på temperatur och 

dyngstemperaturens varation (DTR). Den andra modellen beskriver 

vektorpopulationens dynamik baserat på myggans livscykel. Myggornas 

populationsdynamik och populationstäthet uppskattades med en modell 

baserat på enbart klimat, samt en modell baserat på klimat, mänsklig 

befolkning och BNP. Vektorgruppens tillväxthastighet härleddes som ett 

tröskelvärde för att uppskatta vektorernas invasionsbenägenhet till nya 

områden i takt med att klimatet förändras. 

Resultat Med hjälp av vektorkapacitetmodellen uppskattade vi den 

epidemiska potentialen av dengue smittad av Aedes aegypti globalt och i 

Europa av Aedes aegypti och Aedes albopictus. Vi visar att den genomsnittliga 

temperaturen och DTR båda är viktiga för dengue myggornas kapacitet att 

starta epidemier, särskilt i tempererade klimatzoner, så som Europa. För 

närvarande är Syd-Europa tillräckligt gynnsamt för dengueepidemier vissa 

tider på året om myggpopulationerna är tillräckligt stora. Vi visat att Aedes 

aegypti möjligen kan etablera sig längs Europas södra utkanter idag. I slutet 

av detta århundrade kan invasionen av Aedes aegypti nå så långt norrut till 

mitten av Europa om vi inte begränsar klimatutsläppen mer än vad vi gör idag. 

Om vi följer klimatavtalet från Paris 2015 där den globala uppvärmningen 

begränsar till under 2 grader  kan invasionen troligtvis förhindras, eller i vilket 

fall kraftigt begränsas i Europa. 

Slutsats Ett varmare klimat kommer att öka antalet geografiska områdena i 

Europa som är gynnsamt för Aedes aegypti. Det kommer även öka 

tidsfönstret för vektorernas epidemiska potential globalt, och i synnerhet för 
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Europa. En framgångsrik implementering av klimatavtalet från 2015, som 

riktar sig mot att begränsa uppvärmingen till under 2 grader, skulle väsentligt 

minska risken för en framtida invasion av dengue, zika och chikungunya i 

Europa. Därför beror risken för dengueöverföring och andra 

infektionssjukdomar i södra Europa till stor del på mänskliga ansträngningar 

för att med utsläppsminskningar av växthusgaser kontrollera 

klimatförändringen. 

Nyckelord: dengue, matematisk modellering, vektorkapacitet, DTR, Aedes 

aegypti, Aedes albopictus, klimatförändring, Europa, vektor invasion. 
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Prologue 
 
The goal of public health research is more than just a quest for knowledge. It 

aims at making a difference to public health. This is my reason for going back 

to university study again after receiving a PhD in Physics in 1989 and working 

actively as a physics professor over 10 years during my 1983 – 2004 sojourn 

in the USA.  

My journey as a mathematical modeller started in December 2011. When I 

was about to choose a thesis topic for my Master of Science study in public 

health at Umeå University, I attended an impressive public lecture given by 

the Lancet editor-in-chief, Richard Horton, at Umeå University. Lancet is the 

world’s top research journal in general medicine and public health. Dr. Horton 

said, as I can best recall, “Don’t publish in Lancet. Do modelling instead! We, 

as scientists, need to give politicians and decision makers the confidence by 

providing scientific evidence so that it can make a difference in public 

health!” After this public lecture, I decided to take the suggestion from Dr. 

Joacim Rocklöv, then a lecturer, to study mathematical modelling of dengue 

fever as my master’s thesis topic. Then the journey kept going until now. 

I am often asked why I came to study public health when I have a PhD in 

physics. To answer, I have to start with my early life in China. My childhood 

dream was to become a medical doctor. I used to read Barefoot Doctor’s 

Handbook after school during my teenage years. But that did not happen. 

Instead I went to study physics in college in China, 1978-82. 1978 was the first 

year after the 10-year Chinese Cultural Revolution ended and the exam system 

was restored. When I was in 10th grade in 1977, I needed to fill an application 

and to choose three fields of study before taking the provincial entrance exam. 

My father made the choices for me: physics, mathematics and 

communication, in universities located in the three biggest cities in China: 

Guangzhou, Shanghai and Beijing. The decision was made not based on my 

interest but what my father saw as the best for my future – to leave the place 

that I grew up, Xinjiang, Northwest of China - a cold and remote place. When 

I got the acceptance letter, I got my first choice - physics in Guangzhou, the 

farthest place from where I grew up, 4200 km diagonally across China.  

My father died of cancer 1999. One day shortly after his death, I heard 

myself saying to a friend “now I do not have to work in physics anymore.” It 

shocked me and made me rethink the reason I had chosen physics: to please 

my father and get his attention, which was very rare for being a girl, as 

compared to my brother… 
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The opportunity to study public health did not come until 2010, six years 

after I moved to my husband’s home village in Sweden. When I called the 

study counsellor at the medical school in Umeå University, I was advised, 

based on my interest for the future, to study public health  ̶  to prevent diseases 

and promote health. I took the advice and started the undergraduate program 

in public health at a closer university to my home, Mid Sweden University 

2010 to test out the advice. I enjoyed it very much and decided to continue in 

Umeå University in the Master’s program beginning in 2011.  

None of my older family members went to a university. I went all the way 

to finish a university degree in China, and from China I went to the USA on a 

scholarship to earn a PhD in physics. In spite of all of my achievement in 

physics – early tenure, early promotions, awards, NASA grants, etc., I was not 

happy. Now I am a student in public health and I am very happy. To be able 

to make a difference in public health, no matter how small it may be, makes 

me feel that I am living a meaningful life. I do not regret a bit that I quit my 

physics professorship and moved to Sweden, living in a place not only cold 

and remote, but also very dark in the winter.   

Mathematical modelling is one of the tools used in public health for 

research. The goal of my group’s research in public health is to support 

decision making processes by providing scientific evidence. I have not met or 

heard anyone in public health in Sweden who uses mathematical modelling in 

research, although statistical modelling is not rare in public health. Rather, 

those researchers that I met during modelling conferences or courses are 

usually from mathematics, statistics, physics, ecology, or computer science. So 

in retrospect I am very glad that my father pushed me into physics, although 

I chose experimental physics and had no computer programming experience. 

Learning programming has always been challenging to me at a mature age. 

Even so, I have been excited every time I heard that either my or my 

colleagues’ research has been used to make an impact in public health.  

I only hope that our research impact on public health is more positive than 

negative. If my modelling projection into the future frightens people, it strikes 

me as a failure. Creating fear is not my intention, and it is unhealthy for the 

general public’s lives. Health promotion should be based on love, not fear. 

How to make our research results reach the right decision makers/actors is a 

challenge. It demands more than just research and communication skills, but 

also requires a clear vision and a mind that follows the heart.  
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Introduction 

This thesis is about the infectious disease dengue fever and the vector – the 

Aedes mosquito – that can transmit dengue between humans. Dengue is one 

of the most important vector-borne diseases, with more than 390 million 

cases annually (1) and about half of the world’s population is at risk (2). 

Dengue transmission requires four necessary conditions: susceptible humans, 

abundant vector, virus introduction, and conducive environment, e.g., 

climate. This thesis tries to answer three questions: how do climate and 

climate change affect the dengue outbreak potential globally in general and in 

Europe specifically? Has climate change affected the global distribution of the 

primary dengue vector, Aedes aegypti, in the past? Will climate change affect 

its invasion into Europe in the future? To answer these questions, 

mathematical modelling was used to predict the impact of climate change on 

dengue and the dengue primary vector from the past to the future under 

different climate scenarios based on different greenhouse gas emission 

pathways. 

Climate is one of the main drivers of dengue epidemics and dengue vector 

proliferation. Previous mathematical modelling studies of dengue epidemic 

potential have ignored diurnal temperature range, using only mean 

temperatures, and temperature influence to only part of the model parameters 

in assessing the impact of climate on dengue epidemics. This thesis expands 

temperature considerations to include diurnal temperature range and takes 

into consideration the effect of temperature on all the essential parameters on 

human-vector-virus interaction in estimating the potential for dengue 

epidemic. In addition, it also examines in detail the future trends in intensity 

and the transmission window of dengue epidemic potential in Europe under 

four climate scenarios, to inform future dengue prevention and control.  

Previous studies in mathematical modelling of the abundance and 

establishment of dengue’s primary vector, Aedes aegypti, were limited to one 

or a few places. Statistical modelling based on empirical data was used to study 

the Aedes vector’s global distribution; these studies were limited to the 

probability of the vector’s presence/absence without any abundance 

information. When vector data are patchy, statistical models suffer from 

various biases. Mathematical modelling is based on the biological processes of 

dengue transmission and the vector lifecycle, and their relationship with 

environmental and climate conditions. This process-based modelling does not 

require direct observations of vector presence and abundance. Therefore, it 

can be a better tool than statistical modelling in situations when data are 

scarce and/or incomplete and when there are substantial risks of confounding 

bias. Using process-based mathematical modelling tool, this thesis fills the 
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gap in knowledge of the global distribution of vector abundance and in 

prediction of vector invasion into Europe.  

This thesis is intended for readers interested in public health research, 

especially in the impact of climate change on the transmission of dengue fever 

and on the activity of the dengue primary vector. Descriptions of 

mathematical equations and derivations are inevitable in this discussion. 

However, they are relegated to the Appendixes. There are six equations 

described in the Methods section. Therefore, general readers can skip the 

Appendixes, while readers interested in modelling methods can find the 

details there for the models used in this thesis. 

The structure is listed in chronological order following the four papers 

(studies) underlying the thesis: from dengue epidemic potential to the 

invasion risk of the dengue primary vector. My research on dengue epidemic 

potential started from global (paper 1) and moved to Europe (paper 2). These 

studies focused on the suitability of climate for dengue epidemics if the other 

necessary conditions were met. Then I focused on estimating the primary 

dengue vector’s past abundance globally (paper 3) and its future 

establishment in Europe (paper 4). 

Developing a new mathematical model takes a long time. It involves 

learning (1) the processes in disease transmission and vector lifecycle, (2) 

abstracting reality to a model built on a set of mathematical equations, (3) 

gathering climate-dependent relationships for the parameters used in the 

equations from field or laboratory studies, (4) processing scattered data and 

making assumptions for missing links, and finally (5) solving the equations 

numerically with computer programs after inputting time-series climate data.  

Because this is the first time that process-based mathematical modelling 

has been used in our research group - Climate Change and Health from Umeå 

University - I began by improving other’s work on future dengue epidemic 

potential prediction. Specifically, I added the diurnal temperature range and 

the temperature relations for all the model parameters used in the calculation. 

During the dengue studies, my supervisor and I realized that an even bigger 

gap existed in the scientific knowledge base; that is, the global abundance 

distribution of the dengue vector and its invasion to new places. This 

motivated the second part of the studies – paper 3 and paper 4. Because they 

required building a new model and developing a new threshold condition for 

the vector Aedes aegypti, the last two papers are still in manuscript form.  I 

have developed a 4-stage vector model for vector Aedes aegypti that is not yet 

fully validated. In this thesis, I will present the results of a modified 3-stage 

vector model that was validated earlier in a single location.   
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“There’s one issue that will define the contours of this century  

more dramatically than any other, and that is  

the urgent threat of a changing climate.”  

- Barack Obama, president of the USA 2009-2017 

 

Background 

1. Climate Change and Public Health 

Climate change and global warming – the past and the present  

Climate change is one of the biggest issues concerning humanity (3). Climate 

change refers to a broad range of global and regional phenomena including: 

increased temperatures, increases in extreme weather and climate events like 

flooding and drought, sea-level rise, ice mass loss worldwide, and shifts in 

flower/plant blooming (4). Global warming pertains to only the temperature 

component of climate change. Both weather and climate describe atmospheric 

behaviours or conditions, with weather describing the short-time local 

conditions (e.g., days, months) and climate the long-time regional behaviours 

(e.g., decades). 

There is much evidence to show that climate change is happening. Over the 

last 100 years, the Earth’s surface temperature increased about an average of 

1.1°C, of which the biggest increase occurred during the past 35 years (Figure 

1). Up to 2016, the 17 warmest years on record occurred since 1998, with 2016 

the warmest year on record. 

As stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (5),  

“Scientific evidence for warming of the climate system is unequivocal…”. 

According to NASA (4), sea level is rising at an ever-faster speed. The oceans 

warmed by 0.17°C since 1969, and acidified by about 30% since the Industrial 

Revolution (1750). The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are shrinking at a 

rate of more than 150 km3/year. Arctic sea ice is melting, with a rapid 

declining in thickness, over the last several decades. Glaciers are retreating 

almost everywhere around the world, from the Alps, to the Himalayas, to the 

Andes and Alaska. Extreme weather events with high temperatures and 

intense rainfalls increased in both intensity and frequency.  

As agreed by 97% of actively publishing climate scientists (6), warming 

trends over the past century are extremely likely due to human activities, such 

as burning fossil fuels. These activities have released large quantities of carbon 

dioxide and other greenhouse gases to trap additional heat in the lower 
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atmosphere. When describing the observed changes and their causes, the 

IPCC report stated (5): 

“Human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic 

emissions of greenhouse gases are the highest in history. Recent climate changes have 

had widespread impacts on human and natural systems.” 

 
 

Figure 1. Temperature data from four international science institutions. All show rapid warming 

in the past few decades and that the last decade has been the warmest on record. Data sources: 

NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, NOAA National Climatic Data Centre, Met Office 

Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit and the Japanese Meteorological Agency (6). 

 

“The time is past when humankind thought  

it could selfishly draw on exhaustible resources.  

We know now the world is not a commodity.”  

- François Hollande, President of France 

Greenhouse gas concentration and representative concentration 

pathways (RCPs) – the future 

During this century, the global mean surface temperature is projected to 

increase by a mean between 1 - 3.70C with a likely range of 0.3 - 4.80C, and  

the global mean sea level is projected to rise by 0.26 - 0.82 m by the late 21st 

century, relative to the turn of this century (1986-2005 average) (5). All future 

climate projections are based on estimated different levels of greenhouse gas 

concentration trajectories – representative concentration pathways (RCPs).  

RCPs (7) describe possible climate futures based on different levels of 

possible greenhouse gasses emission in the years to come: RCP2.6, RCP4.5, 

RCP6, and RCP8.5, named after a possible range of radiative forcing values in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiative_forcing
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the year 2100 relative to pre-industrial (1750) values (+2.6, +4.5, +6.0, and 

+8.5 W/m2, respectively). Radiative forcing is the difference between sunlight 

absorbed by the Earth and energy radiated back to space per unit area of the 

globe, as measured at the top of the atmosphere. Positive radiative forcing 

means that Earth gains net energy and gets warmer. Radiative forcing is 

caused by changes of sunlight and of the concentrations of radiatively active 

gases - the greenhouse gases and aerosols. The more concentrated the 

radiatively active gases, the less the energy radiated out into space and the 

warmer the Earth gets – the greenhouse effect. 

Figure 2 shows the radiative forcing for the four RCPs as trends (left), as a 

function of cumulative 21st century CO2 emissions (middle), and compared to 

emissions of other greenhouse gases (right). CO2 is the main greenhouse gas 

causing the increase in radiative forcing (8). 

  

 
Figure 2. Four projected greenhouse gas concentration trajectories during the 21st century (RCPs) 

(9).  Trends in radiative forcing (left), cumulative 21st century CO2 emissions vs 2100 radiative 

forcing (middle) and 2100 forcing level per category (right). The grey area indicates the 98th and 

90th percentiles (light/dark grey) of the literature. The dots in the middle graph represent the 

number of studies. Forcing is relative to pre-industrial values and does not include land use 

(albedo), dust, or nitrate aerosol forcing (8).  

Figure 3 shows the future projections of temperature change (A, B) and CO2 

emission per year (C, D) based on the four RCPs. The best-case scenario, 

RCP2.6, assumes that the level of annual greenhouse gas emission peaks 

during 2010-2020 and declines substantially thereafter. This is the only 

possible scenario among the four RCPs that leads to global warming under 

two degrees Celsius (2°C) above pre-industrial levels (Figure 3B) ̶̶ the 

temperature threshold that the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCCC) considers would result in catastrophic climate 

change (10). It means a maximum global carbon budget of one trillion tons 

(1012) by end of this century (Figure 3D), of which the world has already 

burned more than half by end of 2013.  
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Figure 3. Average global temperature increase (A, B) and CO2 emission (C,D) measured since 

1950 and projected for the 21st century based on different greenhouse gas concentration 

trajectories (RCPs) (11). 

Keeping this carbon budget is so important and urgent, that in December 

2015, the Paris Agreement was signed at the 21st meeting of the UNFCCC to 

keep the global temperature rise this century below 2°C above pre-industrial 

levels, with an aim to keep the temperature increase to 1.5°C  (3).  The 

Agreement also strengthens the ability of countries to prepare for and manage 

the risks of climate change.  It mobilizes global efforts through financial flows, 

a new technology framework, and an enhanced capacity building framework 

to combat climate change and adapt to its effects, with enhanced support to 

assist developing countries. So far, 171 of 197 Parties (countries) have ratified 

the Agreement; it went into force in November 2016 (3). Plans are being 

developed for implementing the adaptation and mitigation components of the 

Agreement. 

With RCP4.5, emissions peak around 2040-2050, with a total of 1.2 trillion 

tons of carbon budget, while under RCP6.0, they peak at 2080 with a 1.4 

trillion ton carbon budget. The worst-case scenario, RCP 8.5, arises from 

business as usual, and emissions continue to rise throughout this century to 
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2.1 trillion tons of carbon (see Figure 3C.) It takes centuries before radiative 

forcing and temperature decline after greenhouse gases reach their peak 

concentration and decrease (Figures 3A & 3B.) 

A common way to capture uncertainties in climate model projections is to 

provide distributions of global circulation model estimates from different 

modelling groups and from models run using different initial conditions. Such 

distributions are called model ensembles, and such ensembles are also used 

to assess uncertainty in model impact projections, such as health impacts (12).  

 

“The biggest risk to African growth is climate change.”  

- Paul Polman, Chief Executive Officer, Unilever 

Climate changes and health 

According to the IPCC, the key risks of climate change include the following 

(WGII SPM B-1) (5): 

“1. Risk of severe ill-health and disrupted livelihoods resulting from storm surges, sea 

level rise and coastal flooding; inland flooding in some urban regions; and periods 

of extreme heat. 2. Systemic risks due to extreme weather events leading to 

breakdown of infrastructure networks and critical services. 3. Risk of food and water 

insecurity and loss of rural livelihoods and income, particularly for poorer 

populations. 4. Risk of loss of ecosystems, biodiversity and ecosystem goods, 

functions and services.” 

These risks of climate change affect health directly and indirectly. Directly, 

extreme heat contributes to deaths from cardiovascular and respiratory 

diseases; and flood, drought, fire and poor air quality increase injury and 

death, allergies, and infectious diseases among other health problems. 

Indirectly, climate change may cause undernutrition and mental problems 

through reduced food productivity, loss of habitat, poverty, mass migration, 

violent conflict and other social determinants of health.  

Although some areas like Sweden will become less cold overall in the winter 

and experience increased food production, “the overall health effects of a 

changing climate are likely to be overwhelmingly negative”, according to the 

World Health Organization (WHO) (13). As further stated in Fact sheet 2017:  
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 “Climate change affects social and environmental determinants of health – clean 

air, safe drinking water, sufficient food and secure shelter. Between 2030 and 2050, 

climate change is expected to cause approximately 250 000 additional deaths per 

year, from malnutrition, malaria, diarrhoea and heat stress.” 

Climate change also affects pathways of disease transmission, such as those 

of vector-borne, food-borne and water-borne diseases. It alters patterns of 

infection through lengthening the transmission seasons and expansion of the 

geographic range. Examples are malaria and dengue, vector-borne diseases 

transmitted through mosquitoes. 

Some of the consequences of climate change for health are already 

happening and others are yet to come. For example, heat waves and extreme 

weather with consequences such as floods and other natural disasters are 

affecting population now, while others such as changes in the geographical 

and temporal transmission patterns of infectious diseases have just started to 

be observed, with more expected to come. Everybody is and will be affected by 

climate change to some extent. Those living in small-island developing states, 

coastal regions, megacities, mountainous and polar regions are particularly 

vulnerable (13). Areas with weak health infrastructure and weak economic 

muscle will have less resilience and capability to cope with consequences of 

climate change. 

 

“We have a single mission: to protect and  

hand on the planet to the next generation.”  

- François Hollande, President of France 

Climate solutions and public health approaches 

The IPCC proposes climate solutions that fall into two strategies: mitigation 

and adaptation. Through actions to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, we 

mitigate the magnitude of climate change later in the century. Through 

implementing measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human 

systems against actual and expected climate change effects, we can adapt to 

some of the changes. These are two complementary strategies for responding 

to climate change, according to IPCC (5): 

“Substantial emissions reductions over the next few decades can reduce climate 

risks in the 21st century and beyond, increase prospects for effective adaptation, 

reduce the costs and challenges of mitigation in the longer term and contribute to 

climate-resilient pathways for sustainable development.” 
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Public health science can contribute to climate solutions through providing 

evidence of the consequences of climate change on health, and demonstrating 

opportunities of improving health by cutting carbon emissions. Through 

identifying and prioritizing adaptation actions, we may find more cost-

effective policies. Through quantifying health co-benefits of climate change 

mitigation actions, we may find more effective health policies.  

Two approaches are carried out in public health science: 1) epidemiology to 

study and quantify historical relationships between climate-related exposures 

and human health outcomes, and 2) health impact assessment to predict 

health impacts under a range of climate and/or policy scenarios. In the 

Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umeå University, both 

approaches are being used in our Climate Change and Health research group. 

This thesis belongs to the second approach: predicting the epidemic potential 

of an infectious disease, dengue fever, and the invasion and abundance of the 

Aedes vector under different future climate change scenarios globally with a 

focus on Europe. 

2. Dengue fever and the dengue vector 

Dengue fever 

Dengue is a mosquito-transmitted viral infectious disease that occurs typically 

in tropical and subtropical regions with more prevalence in urban areas (14). 

The infection causes flu-like symptoms, and can develop into a potentially 

lethal complication called severe dengue (Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever, DHF), 

typically when the patient has been exposed to more than one type of dengue. 

Children are more vulnerable than adults. Severe dengue is a leading cause of 

serious illness and death among children in some Asian and Latin American 

countries, according to WHO (14). There are no treatments for dengue, but 

only life support to reduce fatalities from DHF.  

There are four dengue virus serotypes: DENV 1-4. Once one has been 

infected by one of these, he/she is immune for life to that serotype. However, 

those who have had dengue once before are still susceptible to the other types 

of dengue virus and are likely to get more severe dengue through antibody-

dependent enhancement mechanisms (14, 15). Typically, one or two dengue 

viruses circulate in each dengue outbreak. However, in crowded urban areas 

upto all four serotypes can be found to circulate at the same time  ̶̶ 

hyperendemicity (16). 

Based on an assessment of the global burden of diseases (GBD2013) (17), 

dengue is now the most important arboviral disease worldwide. It has had the 
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largest increase among infectious diseases over the last 20 years. Recent 

estimates indicate that 3.9 billion people (128 countries) are at risk of 

infection (2); there can be as many as 390 million infections per year, of which 

only a quarter manifest with symptoms (1). Most dengue cases are not 

reported or are misclassified (1). About 500,000 people are estimated to have 

severe dengue each year, of whom about 2.5% (14) to below 1% (18) die. The 

most seriously affected areas are America, South-East Asia and the Western 

Pacific regions (14).  

A dengue vaccination, Dengvaxia®, has been developed by Sanofi Pasteur 

with varying effectiveness across the four types of viruses (18). It was first 

licensed in 2015 and has been approved by regulatory authorities in 19 

countries for use in endemic areas in person ranging from 9 to 45 years of age. 

Recently, WHO issued a report indicating an increased risk of severe dengue 

after vaccination for people who have had no prior infection (18). The current 

recommendation (Dec. 2017) from WHO is “vaccination only in individuals 

with a documented past dengue infection, either by a diagnostic test or by a 

documented medical history of past dengue illness” (18). 

Therfore, in most areas in the world, the strategy used against dengue is vector 

control and personal protection against mosquito bites (14).   

Climate change and dengue fever 

Dengue transmission is climate-sensitive. Climate change and global 

trade/transportation have facilitated the spread of the dengue virus and 

vectors. During the last few decades, dengue has not only increased in the 

number of cases but has also spread to new areas and become more explosive. 

The number of cases reported to WHO was 2.2 million in 2010, increasing to 

3.2 million in 2015. The countries having severe dengue epidemics increased 

from 9 before 1970 to 128 recently (14). 

In temperate areas, dengue was reported in Japan 2014 after a lapse of over 

70 years. The same year, Guangzhou, China had its first local outbreak with 

over 40,000 cases reported (19). In subtropical areas, in 2015 Delhi, India 

reported its worst outbreak since 2006 with over 15,000 cases. In 2016, the 

Americas region reported more than 2.38 million cases. Brazil contributed the 

most, about 1.5 milllion, approximately three times higher than in 2014 (14).  

The European continent has not had a dengue outbreak since 1927/28; the 

last outbreak was in Athens. This dengue outbreak occurred when many 

refugees flooded into Athens from Turkey, and over 1 million cases were 

estimated. It was described as the “most explosive and virulent dengue 
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epidemic ever recorded. In August and September alone, there were over 

650,000 cases, with 1060 deaths.”(20) Since then, Europe has been quiet with 

respect to dengue until recently. Local transmissions were reported for the 

first time in France and Croatia in 2010. The first outbreak of dengue in 

Europe occurred in 2012, in Madeira, Portugal, outside the European 

continent in the Atlantic Ocean, with over 2000 cases reported (21). Imported 

cases were detected in many European countries over the past decade with 

numbers increasing quickly with time (22, 23). Among European travellers 

returning from low- and middle-income countries, dengue is the second most 

diagnosed cause of fever after malaria (14).  

As climate change continues, vulnerability of temperate regions such as 

Europe to dengue epidemics will continue to increase. Therefore, it is 

important to understand the vector’s potential capability to transmit dengue 

globally and to predict the possibility of future dengue outbreak globally and 

regionally.  

Dengue transmission cycle and parameters 

Mosquitoes of genus Aedes  are known vectors of dengue virus (14). Dengue is 

transmitted to humans through the bites of infected female mosquitoes. 

Figure 4A shows the dengue transmission cycle.   

 

Figure 4A. Dengue transmission cycle. Beginning at top right, a female mosquito seeks a blood 

meal from a human before laying eggs. After biting an infectious human, it can become infected 

with a certain probability of infection. The infected mosquito becomes infectious after an extrinsic 

incubation period (EIP). If it survives this period, it can transmit dengue with a certain probability 

to a susceptible human through biting. The infected human becomes infectious after an intrinsic 

incubation period (IIP) of 2-9 days. The six parameters used in estimating dengue epidemic 

potential are shown in blue. Source of photo: James Gathany, CDC Public Health Image Library. 

Source of diagram: Andreia Leite (24). 
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Infected humans  (symptomatic or asymptomatic) are the main carriers and 

multipliers of the virus. By biting an infected human, a female mosquito can 

be infected with dengue virus, which becomes infectious after an incubation 

time (extrinsic incupation period - EIP) of one to a few weeks depending on 

temperature (14). Infected humans stay infectious for 3-12 days (on average 5 

days) after their first symptoms appear.  

To describe the mosquito’s ability to spread disease among humans, six 

parameters are usually used, as shown in Figure 4A by the blue coloured 

words: biting rate, probability of infection of dengue virus to vector per bite, 

EIP, mortality rate, probability of transmission of dengue virus to human per 

bite, and vector-to-human population ratio. Each parameter depends on 

temperature. The optimal temperature for dengue transmission is close to 30 

degrees Celsius, a temperature often found in the tropics.  

Dengue vectors  ̶̶ Aedes mosquitoes 

Two species of Aedes mosquitoes transmit dengue fever:  Aedes aegypti and 

Aedes albopictus. Aedes  aegypti is the primary vector associated with most 

major dengue epidemics, while Aedes  albopictus, the secondary vector, is less 

efficient in replicating and transmitting virus (14). In addition, these 

mosquitoes are also vectors for other viral infectious diseases, such as Zika, 

yellow fever, and chikungunya.  

After leaving its natural habitat of Africa forest through trade and 

transportation, Aedes aegypti adapted to urban and peri-urban environments 

extremely well so that dengue is today a large urban problem (25). The 

mosquitoes live close to or within human dwellings and bite during daytime 

and indoors. They proliferate in tropical areas of the world and are presently 

responsible for most of the dengue outbreaks in the world (25, 26). 

Aedes albopictus comes from Asia and is sometime called “Asian tiger”. 

Through global trade, the mosquito was introduced to America and Europe in 

used tires and lucky bamboo plants (27). They learned to adapt to a temperate 

climate and diapause (overwinter) during the winter season (28). 

Figure 4B shows the lifecycle of Aedes aegypti. Female adults (top left) lay 

eggs on a water surface under suitable weather conditions after obtaining 

blood from a human or animal. A fraction of the eggs will hatch into larvae. 

Under water (bottom left), larvae will further develop into pupae if the 

environment permits, with sufficient food, clean water of proper temperature, 

and survival from predator’s attack. Pupae will emerge as adults over time 

under suitable temperatures. The whole lifecycle from egg to adult may take 
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from one to a few weeks depending on temperature. At their typical home 

climate, the tropics, the full cycle is short (Figure 4B, right).  

The mosquito development stages are sensitive to availability of clean water 

environment. Human activities besides rainfall provide the water body in 

which the mosquitoes complete their lifecycle. In urban settings, humans are 

the main source of the blood that female Aedes aegypti needs to lay eggs (29, 

30).  Therefore, the vector’s abundance depends on not only the natural 

environment, but also on the human environment including human 

population, human behaviour and lifestyle, which is influenced by the 

economic level, among other things.  

 

Figure 4B. The lifecycle of the mosquito Aedes aegypti with four stages: egg, larva, pupa and adult. 

The Larva and pupa are underwater stages. Eggs are laid on water surfaces. A typical cycle takes 

about 1-2 weeks at tropical temperatures. Source of photo and drawings: James Gathany, CDC 

Public Health Image Library; Dengue Virus Net, http://www.denguevirusnet.com/life-cycle-of-

aedes-aegypti.html; and American Mosquito Control Association. http://www.mosquito.org/life-

cycle. 

Aedes vectors live naturally in tropical and subtropical region of the world 

where the temperature and humidity are suitable for their establishment and 

proliferation. In temperate regions of the world, temperatures are normally 

too low for the mosquito’s survival over winter. However, the daily 

temperature variation, the diurnal temperature range, is normally greater in 

temperate climate zones than tropical areas. This can facilitate the vector’s 

development, especially considering the fact that Aedes aegypti mosquitoes 

tend to live near human dwellings and hide in warm spots to survive 

unfavourable weather conditions during the night. They can then continue to 

develop during the warmer daytime. 

Currently, the part of Europe infested by Aedes albopictus is mainly in the 

Mediterranean area. This “Asian tiger” mosquito is expanding northward. 
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Until recently, Ae. aegypti was reported in only three areas: small coastal 

areas of Georgia and southwestern portions of Russia, and Madeira Island, 

Portugal (See map in Figure 15C) (31). 

3. Mathematical modelling in public health  

In public health, most of research is conducted through empirical studies. 

They consist of a few steps: designing the study (quantitative or qualitative), 

collecting data through survey and/or interview, analysing data, and reporting 

results in the form of seminars and publications. This is the mainstream of 

study in public health.  

In the last few decades, computer modelling has become more common in 

public health. Its sophistication in investigating research problems increases 

with the capacity of computer development. One of the important differences 

between empirical and modelling study types is the relevant time frame in 

focus: empirical study is data based and the data are from events that 

happened before. Thus the focus of study is what occurred in the past. 

Computer modelling is based on past data but its output can quantify the past 

as well as project into the future.  

There are two types of computer modelling methods used in public health: 

statistical modelling and mathematical modelling. Statistical modelling is 

based on reported data on diseases or vectors. Mathematical modelling is 

based on the natural history of diseases transmission or vector development. 

Statistical or correlative modelling aims to describe patterns using 

associations between modelling objectives and environmental data, e.g., 

climate data. It uses similarity matching between data areas and unknown 

areas as a basis for prediction. Such studies have provided useful insights into 

ecological understanding of large-scale patterns. However, predictions based 

on such correlative models are usually limited in their biological realism and 

their transferability, and in extrapolation, beyond the data range in 

geographical space and in time, to novel environments (32). Especially when 

empirical data are lacking or limited, statistical models over large areas suffer 

from risk of selection and observation bias.  

 Mathematical modelling consists of two classes, phenomenological and 

mechanistic. The former is similar to statistical modelling; it describes 

empirical relationships of phenomena to each other. The latter is based on the 

mechanisms of the study subject and their relations with environmental 

factors. It is also called process-based modelling. Once these relations are 

known, mechanistic models can be built to predict disease or vector 
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occurrence in unknown areas, providing that the relations are appropriate. 

Therefore, process-based mathematical models are more suitable for 

projections when data are limited. In this thesis, mathematical modelling is 

often interchanged with mechanistic or process-based modelling. 

Process-based mathematical modelling first quantifies the past to validate 

the model, and then this validated model is used to project future events based 

on the projected future conditions. A mathematical disease (or vector) model 

constitutes a set of causal pathways starting with exposure to the disease (or 

vector development) process and simulating disease transmission (vector 

development) over time and space. 

Computer modelling has been used in evaluating social and economic 

policies. It can be used to evaluate health policies as well. As quoted by Aron 

J. (2007) (33): 

“Properly used, computer models can improve the mental models upon which 

decisions are actually based and contribute to the solution of the pressing problems 

we face.”  

Although it is not possible to include all the factors in a disease/vector 

model, mathematical modelling can still provide a tool to facilitate consensus 

and action with an iterative and incremental approach to making decisions 

(33).  

In dengue and dengue vector studies, most computer models have been 

statistical, especially on global or continental scales (1, 34-36). Most 

mathematical models focused on local areas (37-43) and only a few on global 

or continental scale (44, 45) before this thesis.  

Development of mathematical modelling 

Using mathematical language to describe the transmission and spread of 

infectious diseases is not new (46). As early as 1766, Daniel Bernoulli used 

mathematical life table analysis to describe the effects of smallpox variolation 

(a precursor of vaccination) on life expectancy (47). By the twentieth century, 

the nonlinear dynamics of infectious disease transmission was better 

understood.  Hamer (1906) was one of the first to recognize that decreasing 

density of susceptible persons alone could stop an epidemic. The 1902 Nobel 

Prize winner, Sir Ronald Ross, developed mathematical models to investigate 

the effectiveness of various intervention strategies for malaria (48). In 1927, 

Kermack and McKendrick derived the celebrated threshold theorem (46). 

They found that a threshold number of new infections is needed for an 

infectious disease to spread in a susceptible population. This leads to the 
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concept of herd immunity. The threshold theorem was very valuable during 

the eradication of smallpox in the 1970s (49).  

Mathematical modelling became increasingly used toward the end of 20th 

century. Especially in public health policy making at strategic and tactical 

levels, modelling approaches have the advantage of projecting the future 

course of an epidemic and the consequences associated with different 

scenarios to identify the most effective preventions strategies (50). Such 

models were successfully used to better surveillance and control of the AIDS 

pandemic in 1980-90s, the UK foot & mouth disease livestock epidemic of 

2001 (51) and the outbreak of the SARS virus in 2003 (52).  

Mathematical modelling of infectious diseases and vector 

dynamics 

Models help us to understand reality because they simplify it. In a sense, a 

model is always “wrong” because it is not reality (33). However, a model may 

be a useful approximation, permitting conceptual experiments that would 

otherwise be difficult or impossible. Models need to capture the essential 

behaviour of interest and to incorporate essential processes. Making 

mathematical models clarifies thinking and allows others to examine them. 

Thus, mathematical models allow precise, rigorous analysis and quantitative 

projection. 

Therefore, it is not necessary that the most complex model is always the 

best. Complicated and detailed models are usually better in fitting the data 

than simpler models, but they can obscure the understanding of the 

mechanism responsible for the result. They may gain specificity to see details 

for a specific local area but lose generality needed for implication to a large 

region. Simpler models are more transparent, which provides insight and 

guides thought (33).  

“The choice of the optimal level of complexity obeys a trade-off between bias and 

variance. A model should only be as complex as needed, depending on the questions 

of interest. This philosophy is referred to as Occam’s razor or the principle of 

parsimony and can be summarized as the simplest explanation is the best” (53). 

Mathematical models can be deterministic or stochastic. Deterministic 

models are those in which there is no element of chance or uncertainty. They 

always perform the same way for a given set of initial conditions. As such, they 

can account for the mean trend of a process. Stochastic models, on the other 

hand, account for the mean trend and the variance structure around it. This is 

appropriate when the population is small and random events cannot be 

neglected (53). This thesis focuses on deterministic models only.  
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In a deterministic model, the time evolution of an epidemic is described in 

mathematical terms. Such a model connects the individual-level process of 

transmission with a population-level description of incidence and prevalence 

of an infectious disease. Thus, modelling builds on our understanding of the 

transmission process of an infection in a population, involving such elements 

as the prevalence of infectious individuals, the rate of contact between 

individuals, infectiousness of the infected individuals or vectors, etc. Thus, the 

following factors are important: a) population demography, e.g., age, sex, 

population density, birth and death rates; b) natural history of infection, e.g., 

latency, infectious period, immunity; c) transmission of infection, e.g., direct 

or indirect, contact rate.  

The transmission process is generally a dynamic process where the 

individual’s risk of infection can change over time. It requires dynamic 

models, e.g., modelling state variables as a function of time, and can be used 

for projection and analysis of disease spread and preventative programmes.  

Modelling generally consists of four steps. First, a flow diagram represents 

the natural history and transmission of an infection or a vector lifecycle. Based 

on this diagram, we can then write a set of mathematical equations to express 

the transmission process. The third step is to find proper values for the 

parameters used in the equations. Finally, we need to solve the equations 

algebraically or numerically with help of computer simulation programs. 

Generally mathematical modelling involves many disciplines.  They may come 

from clinical medicine, biology, mathematics/physics, computer science, 

zoology, economy, and environmental and social science, depending on the 

influence factors relevant to a specific disease transmission or vector 

development. This will be explained in more detail in Appendix A for the 

dengue model and Appendix B for the vector model. 

4. Knowledge gaps 

Knowledge gaps in climate change and dengue modelling  

Weather and climate are important factors in determining mosquito 

behaviour and the effectiveness of dengue virus transmission (37) through 

their influence on the six model parameters involved in describing dengue 

epidemics (Figure 4A). Compared to studies of malaria (54), however, 

research on the relationship between weather variables and dengue is mostly 

limited to mean temperature, which misses the important role of short-term 

variability (37, 45).  
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Lambrechts et al. (55) demonstrated through combined experimental and 

simulation studies that the diurnal temperature range (DTR, the daily 

variation of temperature) has important effects on two parameters of Aedes 

aegypti as a vector: the infection and transmission probability per bite. 

Carrington et al. (56) showed the influence of DTR on the lifecycle of Aedes 

aegypti. Using the same daily mean temperature, but with small and large 

DTR to mimic the high and low seasons for dengue infection in Thailand, they 

demonstrated the negative influence of a large DTR on development of this 

primary dengue vector, Aedes aegypti.  

Although the importance of DTR was reported, no mathematical modelling 

studies of dengue transmission took into account DTR in the temperature 

relations of the six model parameters before our work (paper 1). In the 

combined effects of the model parameters on the dengue transmission 

threshold, vectorial capacity is normally used (37, 44, 45, 57), which measures 

the vector’s effectiveness in transmitting dengue. Previous models often 

considered constant parameters (37) or a few temperature relations from one 

(45) up to two (44) of the six parameters. But for the two studies that 

considered temperature relations, DTR was not included. In addition, most 

regional or global studies on dengue transmission gave snapshots of dengue 

distribution; there is no seasonality – monthly variation and trend over a 

century. As a result, the pre-existing projection (45) of future dengue epidemic 

potential has limited accuracy.  

In this thesis we first demonstrate theoretically the effect of DTR on five 

model parameters and the vectorial capacity calculation for the primary 

dengue vector. Then we apply it to estimate global dengue epidemic potential 

from the past to the future to show the differences with and without DTR 

(paper 1). Next, we study the seasonal differences in dengue epidemic 

potential for Europe for both Aedes vectors (paper 2). We project seasonality 

and trends in the intensity and transmission window of dengue epidemics for 

ten selected European cities in the 21st century. 

Knowledge gaps in climate change and dengue vector modelling  

Currently, there are no comprehensible and reliable global entomological data 

on vector abundance or activity, except for some limited places with vector 

presence/absence information. Significant efforts were made recently by 

Kraemer et al.(58). Global occurrence maps were created for the two main 

Aedes mosquitoes, aegypti and albopictus, based on the very limited data 

reported over the last 55 years (58). From this data, a few statistical models 

(35, 36) were built for a global distribution of the probability of Aedes 

mosquitoes presence/absence in the past. However, knowledge of the future 
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distribution of Aedes mosquito remains very limited. A few statistical 

modelling studies investigated the presence probability of Aedes albopictus in 

Europe and America (59-62) and predicted the current and the future 

distribution of Aedes aegypti globally (63-65). 

These statistical models use associations between vector occurrences and 

environmental data, e.g., climate (59, 66, 67), vegetation (35), etc. They make 

matches between areas of vector presence with unknown areas for projections. 

As mentioned earlier, when vector data are lacking or limited, statistical 

models of vector distribution over large areas suffer from the risk of selection 

and observation bias, in addition to possible systematic reporting bias in the 

data. Furthermore, it is difficult to know if confounding is prevalent. 

The process-based mathematical modelling, on the other hand, is based on 

the mechanism of vector development and its relationship with environmental 

factors. Therefore, mathematical models may be more suitable to project 

Aedes vector presence and abundance, given the current data situation. 

However, process-based models often demand that a large number of 

parameters be estimated, which requires long development time (32). That 

may be why only a few mathematical modelling studies are found for the Aedes 

mosquito, in spite of the fact that evidence of determinants for vector 

proliferation is available. Such models usually study only a specific area (42) 

and consider as environmental drivers either temperature and photo period 

for Aedes albopictus (68-70) or temperature and precipitation for Aedes 

aegypti (71, 72). Very few researches in this field have explored the potential 

of mathematical modelling of other drivers (72). No prior mathematical 

models were used to estimate global vector population distribution and 

regional invasion, nor did they include human population and GDP. In 

addition, no prior mathematical models have been used to assess the impact 

of climate change on the global abundance and regional invasion of Aedes 

aegypti. Furthermore, we have not found studies establishing Aedes vector 

invasion criteria under a varying environment because of factors such as 

climate. 

This thesis tries to fill this gap by expanding a process-based mathematical 

model based on climate (71) to include human population and GDP as drivers 

to estimate global distribution of Aedes aegypti abundance over time (Paper 

3). In addition, a new approach to invasion criteria was devised for the 

establishment of Aedes aegypti in temperate regions, based on the vector 

lifecycle – the mechanism of mosquito development. From this, we project the 

future invasion of the Aedes aegypti mosquito into Europe under different 

projected climate scenarios (Paper 4). 
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“If you want to live a happy life, tie it to a goal,  

not to people or objects.”  

- Albert Einstein 

 

Aims and Objectives 

The aims of this thesis are to provide scientific evidence to support decision 

makers by increasing understanding of and mitigating the global risks for 

dengue outbreaks and dengue vector activity, with a focus on Europe today 

and in the future.  

Specifically, four objectives were set out to achieve this aim:  

1. Model dengue epidemic potential globally over time by refining a dengue 

threshold model (Model 1) using relative vectorial capacity based on 

temperature and diurnal temperature range (DTR) for the principal dengue 

vector, Aedes aegypti. 

2. Model dengue epidemic potential in Europe by using vectorial capacity for 

both dengue vectors, Aedes aegypti and albopictus, based on temperature and  

DTR from the past to the future. 

3. Model global vector abundance by developing a mosquito population 

dynamics model (Model 2) for the dengue vector Aedes aegypti, based on 

climate (temperature and rainfall in Model 2A), and climate and 

socioeconomic drivers (Model 2B). 

4.  Model vector future invasion potential to Europe by developing a vector 

threshold model (Model 2C), a criterion for invasion of Aedes aegypti into a 

new area. 
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Methods  

This thesis uses mathematical modelling to study the impact of 

weather/climate and climate change on dengue fever’s epidemic potential and 

the dengue vector’s invasion potential and abundance.  

Two mathematical models are used. They are based on previous studies (37, 

40) and developed further in this thesis. Model 1 focuses on the dengue 

epidemic potential for the two dengue vectors, Aedes aegypti and Aedes 

albopictus, where weather is the driving force and the input data are 

temperatures and temperature relations of model parameters. Model 2 

focuses on the principal dengue vector, Aedes aegypti, its invasion potential 

and its population dynamics, where weather and socioeconomic factors are 

the driving forces; the input data are temperature and precipitation, human 

population, gross domestic product (GDP), and weather relations of model 

parameters. The outputs of the two models include geographical maps of 

projected dengue epidemic potential, vector invasion potential and vector 

abundance. The geographic scales cover the globe and Europe. The time scale 

ranges from the past to the future over two centuries (1901 - 2099), based on 

different climate change scenarios. 

The details of the two mathematical models are described in Appendixes A 

and B. This section describes the frameworks and how to use them for 

estimating dengue epidemic potential and vector abundance and invasion.  

Theoretical framework for modelling dengue transmission 

Dengue transmission involves complex direct and indirect processes. For a 

dengue outbreak to occur in an uninfected area, local transmission must occur 

first with locally infected humans. This happens only after four necessary 

conditions are met: sufficient susceptible humans, abundant vector (Aedes 

mosquito) population, introduction of dengue virus, and a conducive 

environment that promotes the vector’s ability to transmit dengue, as shown 

in Figure 5A.  

Conducive environment, including climate and landscape, facilitates the 

other three necessary conditions: human exposure to mosquito bites through 

outdoor activities, vector development and establishment in a new area, and 

reduction of the dengue virus incubation time so that disease can be 

transmitted within the vector’s short life time. 
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Figure 5a. Necessary conditions for dengue transmission for an uninfected area. 

Figure 5B shows the details of my understanding of the dengue epidemic 

chain, based on scientific literature. The four necessary conditions are linked 

by four processes (blue arrows forming a circle): vector proliferation, virus 

introduction by a traveller, virus transmission to vectors, and vector-to-

human infection.  

Susceptible Humans can become infected after being bitten by an 

infected vector, with a certain transmission probability per bite. The vector’s 

biting habit and habitats depend on vector type (30, 73). The dengue 

transmission and severity are influenced by human immunity (history), 

human lifestyle (usage of mosquito repellent/bed net, air conditioning, etc.) 

and human demography (age, population density, etc.) (14, 74), which are 

related to socioeconomic conditions. Human infectious period or recovery 

rate (37, 75) and human population density affect the dengue outbreak 

intensity (20).  

Abundant vector population develops under suitable natural and 

human environment (i.e., adequate breeding sites) and conducive climate 

(temperature and rainfall) that supports the vector’s proliferation at different 

stages of its lifecycle. 
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Dengue Virus consists of four serotypes that may be introduced via 

infected travellers and the travel network between an uninfected area such as 

Europe and dengue-endemic countries. Through biting infected humans, a 

vector becomes infected at a certain infection probability per bite. After an 

extrinsic incubation period (EIP), the infected mosquito becomes infectious. 

After biting an uninfected human, the infectious vector transmits dengue virus 

at a certain transmission probability. 

The dengue transmission process involves 20 key factors (rectangular 

boxes close to the circle), which are influenced by other factors (further away 

from the circle) linking to dengue- or vector-endemic countries in the tropics 

or subtropics. In this thesis, except for virus dosage and serotypes, human 

immunity, and infected travellers, humans and vectors, the remaining 14 

factors are considered in the two models. They are highlighted by boxes with 

words in black colour for Model 1 and red for Model 2. Model 1 considers only 

one type of dengue virus in an epidemic and assumes that humans are all 

susceptible. Model 2 includes the landscape indirectly through breeding sites 

and environmental carrying capacity.   

Theoretical framework for modelling vector population  

Figure 6 shows the framework used to describe the lifecycle of the dengue 

vector, Aedes aegypti. This framework focuses on only weather as the driver 

for vector population development. Socioeconomic factors are included in a 

more advanced version of the vector population dynamics, which can be found 

in Appendix B. 

Figure 6.  Theoretical framework of the Aedes aegypti mosquito lifecycle used to build Model 2. 

Colour codes for model parameters are: shaded green – affected by precipitation and red-coloured 

variables – affected by temperature.   

 
Female adults lay eggs on a water surface under suitable weather condition 

(temperature) after getting a blood meal from humans or animals. A fraction 

Eggs

Pupae
Female

Adults
Larvae

Carrying capacity

Oviposition Rate

Hatching fraction

female fraction

Pupation Rate Emergence Rate

Larva mortality Pupa mortality Adult mortality
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of the eggs will hatch into larvae, of which a fraction will become female adults. 

Underwater, larvae will further develop into pupae if the environment 

permits, with sufficient food, clean water and survival from predator attack; 

in other words, if the number of larvae has not reached the limit set by the 

environmental carrying capacity.  This limit is set by the available breeding 

sites, which are largely created by human activities such as water storage for 

drought season use, waste containers, and used tires, among other things. 

Therefore, human population and economic level (GDP/capita) are factors 

that affect the number of breeding sites. Pupae will emerge as female adults 

over time under suitable temperature conditions. Every stage experiences 

certain mortality. The whole lifecycle from egg to adult take one to a few weeks 

depending on temperature and precipitation. 

Conceptual framework for the thesis 

An overview of the four studies (labelled papers) in this thesis is shown in 

Table 1. It summarizes aims, model types and output or dependent variables, 

independent variables, the vector studied and the data input. The conceptual 

framework of this thesis is shown in Figure 7 along with the relations among 

the four studies.  

Table 1. Overview of the four studies (papers) in this thesis.  

 

Climate is the main input or driver for the two models used in this thesis, 

although socioeconomic data were also used in Model 2 as an additional 

driver. Climate variables used include temperature and precipitation. For the 
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future, climate models under different RCPs were used based on different 

carbon emission scenarios.  

Climate affects Aedes vectors’ survival, biting habits, and competence in 

transmitting virus. These are reflected in the model parameters. Five 

temperature-dependent relations of model parameters were found from the 

scientific literature, which were based on empirical studies either from the 

field or laboratories. Using these parameters as inputs to Model 1, the dengue 

model, the interactions among the four necessary conditions – humans, 

vectors, dengue virus, and climate – are described by the vectorial capacity. 

Based on vectorial capacity, dengue epidemic potential is estimated globally 

in study 1 (paper 1) for Aedes aegypti and for Europe in study 2 (paper 2) for 

both Aedes vectors.   

 
Figure 7. The conceptual framework for the thesis. 

Climate also affects the vector’s development at each stage, through all the 

vital rates. In addition, human activities, lifestyle, and economic level affect 

the vector’s habitats and reproduction, from their influence on breeding 

places and behaviour to the mosquito’s feeding habits. Therefore, two more 

data input involving human population and GDP were also used in Model 2 to 

study the vector population dynamics for Aedes aegypti. Study 3 (paper 3) 

focuses on the global abundance of the vector population  ̶  the total of female 

adults over a certain time period. Study 4 (paper 4) focuses on the vector 

invasion into Europe.  

The following sections describe the output variables from the two models 

and their applications in each of the four papers. 
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I. Model 1 – Dengue epidemic potential  

Dengue vectorial capacity (VC) 

The details of the modelling framework and mathematical derivation can be 

found in Appendix A (76, 77). Here we describe only the equations used for 

the dengue epidemic threshold conditions. 

Vectorial capacity, VC, is often used to characterize the vector’s ability to 

transmit disease. It is defined as 

 

·2  
  .

m

h m

µ

m

n
ma b b e

VC
µ



  (1) 

The six model parameters used are (Figure 4A): 1) the average vector biting 

rate (a), 2) the probability of vector-to-human transmission per bite (bh), 3) 

the probability of human-to-vector infection per bite (bm), 4) the duration of 

the extrinsic incubation period – EIP (n), 5) the vector mortality rate (μm), and 

6) the female vector-to-human population ratio (m). The time unit is one day.  

As suggested by Garrett-Jones (78) using day as the unit of time, the 

vectorial capacity represents the average daily number of secondary cases 

generated by one primary case introduced in a fully susceptible host.  Hence, 

he called the term "vectorial capacity” the "daily reproduction rate, that is, 

the daily fraction of the basic reproduction rate.” Here the basic 

reproduction rate refers to the basic reproduction number (57, 77), which has 

no unit and is thus not a rate. The vectorial capacity can also be called the 

basic daily reproduction number.  

Dengue relative vectorial capacity (rVc) 

Since we do not have global data on the vector population distribution and 

dynamics (m is unknown), relative vectorial capacity is used to estimate 

dengue epidemic potential in this thesis - paper 1. rVc is defined as 

·2  
 

m

h m

m

µ n
a b b eVC

rVc
µm



  . (2) 

Vectorial capacity represents the daily reproduction number. This same 

interpretation holds for rVc if m=1, which represents equal population sizes 

of humans and vectors.  
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Model parameters used in vectorial capacity 

Each of the model parameters in Equation (1) depends on temperature. For 

Aedes Aegypti, the temperature relationships for the five model parameters 

in rVc (Equation (2)) are obtained from the peer-reviewed literature; details 

are described in Appendix A.  

For Aedes albopictus, only two model parameters (biting rate and mortality 

rate) were found in the literature for the temperature-dependent 

relationships. The remaining three parameters are assumed to have the same 

temperature relations as those used for Aedes aegypti, but adjusted. For 

example, the human biting rate is assumed to be 0.88 of the total biting rate 

based on the human and dogs experiment performed by Delatte et al (73). The 

probability of transmission per bite to human is assumed to be 0.7 of that for 

Aedes aegypti, based partially on the literature review conducted by 

Lambrechts, Scott and Gubler (28).  

For VC calculation (Equation (1)), the additional parameter, the female 

vector-to-human population ratio (m) is assumed to depend on temperature 

the same way as the life expectancy (or inverse of the mortality rate) as used 

in a previous study (44). The maximum value of m (mmax) is assumed to be 1.5.  

Dengue epidemic threshold  

Due to the range of the dengue infectious period in humans (See Appendix A), 

the outbreak threshold values for VC and rVc are chosen to be  

1*  0.2VC day  (
1 10.083 *  0.25day VC day   ); (3) 

 
10.2

* rVc day
m

  (
1 10.083 0.25

*  .day rVc day
m m

   ). (4) 

Using Equations (1-4), we can estimate the threshold for dengue epidemic 

potential under certain temperature condition. The implicit assumption is 

that the three necessary conditions in Figure 5A are fulfilled.  

Ross and Macdonald’s (77) and Massad et al’s work (37, 57) laid the ground 

work for calculating vectorial capacity. What needs to be improved is using 

real weather data, not a sinusoidal function, to simulate climate change. In 

addition, temperature relations for the model parameters need to be used 

instead of the constant values for all or some of the model parameters as was 

done in the prior studies using vectorial capacity (37, 44, 45).  
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Paper 1  Global dengue epidemic potential based on rVc 

The method used in paper 1 is shown in Figure 8A, from data input to model 

output - results are shown as global maps. The top row shows the processes 

involved. 

Figure 8A. The method flow diagram for paper 1 from data input to model output. The top row 

shows the process with the variables involved. The colours of boxes correspond to those used in 

the frameworks (Figure 5 & 7): yellow–human, grey–vector, pink–virus, green–environment 

(climate), and dark blue–model used and output variable, red–final results. The boxes with red 

words represent this paper’s new contribution to this field, which is the model parameters (f) and 

their dependence on DTR. Two climate gridded data sets were used as input over 1901-2099. After 

converting the monthly temperature data into hourly data, they are linked to the five model 

parameters to calculate rVc in Equation (2). The model output is global maps of dengue epidemic 

potential from rVc averaged over certain period.  

First, two gridded global climate data sets are used to input three monthly 

temperatures: mean (Tmean), maximum (Tmax) and minimum (Tmin). Then, a 

new set of daily temperature data is generated by using a sinusoidal function 

to convert the three temperatures to hourly values  ̶  creating DTR, the diurnal 

temperature range (see Appendix A for detail). Since the five model 

parameters depend on temperature, they are linked to time through the new 

hourly temperature time series data. Next, we calculate the rVc using 

Equation (2) for each day, which is the same over the month. Finally, we 

average rVc either annually or over the three highest consecutive months and 

then over three decades. This averaged rVc is used to estimate global epidemic 

potential. The model output is global maps of dengue epidemic potential in 

three snapshots, as shown in the red box and the text around it.  
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The box with red words highlights the new contribution of this paper to the 

vectors’ parameters (f) that have previously been a function of mean 

temperature but now also of DTR. Among the five model parameters, in 

previous studies only the temperature-dependent relations of the last two 

were used in the VC calculation and the rest were assumed constants (44, 45); 

but here we have included the temperature relationships for all of them. 

From the Climate Research Unit online database, global series (CRU 

TS3.10) monthly maximum, minimum and mean temperatures are 

downloaded (1901-2009) (79). The global future climate data, temperature 

(min, max, mean, resolution 0.5 × 0.5), under RCP8.5 are downloaded from 

ISMIP (80) for five general circulation models CMIP5 (81) (2006-2099). The 

CMIP5 atmosphere-ocean general circulation models consist of NorESM1-M, 

MIROC-ESM-CHEM, IPSL-CM5A-LR, HadGEM2-ES and GFDL-ESM2M. 

We used these five models as an ensemble to form a multi-model mean, with 

the intention of providing results that are based on greater consensus. This 

goes for all the future projection studies in this thesis. 

For each month, a running 30-year average of temperature and DTR is 

calculated first. rVc is then calculated for each month with and without DTR 

for each grid box (location) before averaging and generating global maps. The 

program Matlab was used to extrapolate climate data, calculate DTR and rVc, 

and generate maps. 

Paper 2  Europe dengue epidemic potential based on VC 

Figure 8B shows the method flow diagram used in paper 2. Differences from 

paper 1 are highlighted by blue and red (new in the field) coloured words. 

Two new historical climate data sets are used. The future data sets expand 

from one RCP to include all four RCPs. Temperature data are converted to 48 

points per day - every half-hour. The vector is expanded to include Aedes 

albopictus as well as Aedes aegypti. Six model parameters are involved in this 

paper.  

As in paper 1, after linking the temperature data to the six model 

parameters, we calculate VC from Equation (1). The model output is 

seasonally averaged VC for Europe  ̶  the European seasonal maps for dengue 

epidemic potential, monthly VC for ten cities and the trend over two centuries.  

The historical climate data are downloaded from the CRU online database 

of the most updated series (CRU TS3.22, gridded 0.5 x 0.5 degrees) three 

temperatures monthly (1901 - 2013) (79). The same future climate data 

CMIP5 (81) are used as in paper 1, but for all four RCPs – 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 
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(80) (2006-2099). In addition, a European observation – daily temperature 

(minimum, maximum, and mean) E-OBS 12.0 dataset is downloaded for the 

recent decade (2006-2015) with higher resolution (0.25x0.25 degrees) (82) to 

generate European season-stratified maps of VC.  

Figure 8B. The method flow diagram for paper 2 from data input to model output. Structure and 

notation is similar to Figure 8A. In addition, blue-coloured words indicate differences from paper 

1: added data set, finer temperature resolution, additional vector, model parameter and RCPs 

considered, as well as using VC instead of rVc as the threshold condition - Equation (1). The model 

output is European dengue epidemic potential and its seasonality.  

Differently from paper 1, daily VC are calculated first after generating DTR 

from monthly temperatures or interpolating DTR based on daily observations. 

Then VC are aggregated over the decade by season (winter: December - 

February; spring: March - May; summer: June - August; autumn: September 

- November). These VC are used to generate dengue epidemic potential maps 

for Europe for each season and for both Aedes vectors. The recent maps are 

also compared to a recent survey of vector distribution for areas known to have 

Aedes activity (31). The future maps are compared between two RCPs – 

RCP2.6 and RCP8.5.  

In addition, we have looked closely at ten European cities/areas and 

compared these to three cities known to have had dengue earlier (83, 84). In 

seasonality, VC is decadally averaged for each month and displayed over one 

year. Ten cities are selected to represent most of the European continent with 

different temperature zones from the north (Stockholm, latitude 59.3°) to the 

south (Málaga, latitude 36.7°) except for one area (Madeira, latitude 32.7°). 
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Madeira is located outside the continent but is an autonomous region of 

Portugal. Here we call it a “city” for convenience.  

For the 10 European cities, we also compare VC seasonality trends from the 

past and present to the future (under four RCPs). For the future, the VC is 

calculated first for each of the five global models and then averaged over the 

ensemble (85, 86) for greater consensus.  

Furthermore, we estimate the future trend in both the transmission 

intensity and window for two RCPs. The transmission intensity is defined as 

the averaged VC for the highest consecutive three months. The transmission 

window is defined as the number of months over the threshold value in the 

seasonality curve.  

In this study, sensitivity analyses are also carried out to test the uncertainty 

of the six model parameters and the threshold values used for VC. Using 

Monte Carlo simulations, 95% credible intervals (CIs) of VC are estimated. 

The variabilities in each of the six model parameters are simulated assuming 

a normal random distribution. See Supplementary Information of paper 2 for 

details (87). 

II. Model 2  Vector Aedes aegypti’s abundance and invasion  

Modelling vector abundance  

The details of the mathematical modelling framework, differential equations 

and derivation are described in Appendix B. Vector population dynamics are 

obtained from solving those equations. Since only the female mosquito bites 

people and transmits diseases, we define the vector abundance as the total 

number of adult female mosquitoes over a certain period of time, such as a 

season or a year. Comparisons are made between a model with a single driver   ̶ 

climate, and a model with multiple drivers  ̶  climate, human population and 

GDP, for the vector’s population development.  

Paper 3  Global Aedes aegypti abundance distribution  

Figure 8C shows the method flow diagram used in paper 3, from data input to 

model output. Results are presented as global maps and trend. The top row 

shows the process similar to Figure 8A. Here the vector model was developed 

in two steps: Model 2A, climate driving the vector population; Model 2B, 

climate, human population and GDP driving together.  
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In Model 2A, only climate data are used as the input with two variables: 

mean temperature and precipitation. These two monthly datasets are then 

interpolated to generate continuous climate data. Weather relations of eight 

model parameters are obtained from literature (See Equations (25-26, 28-30) 

Appendix B for details). Next, the climate data are linked to these model 

parameters before entering in the Model 2. Six of the eight model parameters 

depend on temperature, from development rates including oviposition rate 

(egg-laying rate) to vector mortality rates at each of the three stages. 

Precipitation (rainfall) contributes to the under-water stage of vector 

development, from mortality rate, egg-hatching fraction to environmental 

carrying capacity. Here the environmental carrying capacity sets the limit for 

the larval population and involves rainfall-dependent, permanent, and man-

made breeding sites.  

 
Figure 8C. The method flow diagram for paper 3: from data input to model output. Structure and 

notation are similar to Figure 8A. Climate, human population and GDP data sets are interpolated 

first to obtain 4-continuous variables before linking to the vector development related 

parameters. These parameters are then used as inputs to Model 2 to calculate vector population 

dynamics. Average female adult mosquito population over a certain period is defined as the vector 

abundance. From this, a global map of vector abundance distribution is generated. 

In Model 2B, human population and GDP are two extra datasets to input 

into the model. They describe the socioeconomic factor that contributes to the 

vector’s development through two model parameters (yellow boxes). First, 

they both contribute to the number of man-made breeding sites, assuming a 

direct proportion of the number of breeding sites to human population and an 

inverse proportion to GDP (see Equation (27) in Appendix B for details). 
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Second, human population provides blood meals to the urban vector; this is 

described as the human blood meal factor (Equation (24) in Appendix B). Also 

vectors have certain probability to get the human blood meal depending on 

the vector-to-human population ratio and the human self-protection 

behaviour. Like the climate data, the socioeconomic datasets are interpolated 

and linked to these two model parameters before entering in the Model 2. (see 

Table 2 in Appendix B for details). 

From the Climate Research Unit (CRU) online database, time series (CRU 

TS3.25) of gridded (0.5 x 0.5 degrees) monthly mean temperature and 

precipitation were downloaded from January 1, 1901 to December 31, 2016 

(79). From ISMIP (80), we downloaded the future climate data CMIP5 (81) 

for RCP2.6 and 8.5 (2006-2099), the yearly global human population (1901-

2099) and GDP (1950-2099) data. Both are gridded data at 0.5° and 5' 

resolutions. We use linear interpolation function to obtain continuous data 

before solving the equations. 

Programs Wolfram Mathematica 11 and R (package deSolve 1.20) (88) are 

used to obtain time series vector population and abundance values and to 

generate global maps.  

To obtain the vector populations, we solve differential equations (Eq. (21-

23), Appendix B) numerically using computer programs. From this, we 

summarize the total female adult vector population over a defined period. 

Finally, based on averaged seasonal or annual vector abundance over a 

decade, we map the vector abundance globally. The results from the two 

models 2A and 2B are compared to see the additional contribution to vector 

abundance from socioeconomic factors in addition to climate.  

Global data on distribution of Aedes vector occurrence (presence) are 

available since 2015 (58). The area of vector presence in our model can be 

validated by comparing to occurrence data for global distribution of Aedes 

vectors(58), although limitations in report and data collection are expected. 

However, the vector abundance value from our model cannot be validated due 

to lack of data, and should therefore be seen as a relative measure of vector 

abundance rather than an absolute number. 

Vector-invasion criterion  

When the model parameters are allowed to change based on weather 

conditions, either temperature or precipitation, there is no simple formula to 

describe vector’s invasion. An invasion criterion needs to be derived for the 

time-dependent environment that the vector experiences for its development. 

In this thesis, we have used an invasion criterion that is derived for a periodic 
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environment – the vector population growth rate, r. It is given by the following 

expression: 

r = log(λ) / 𝜏, (5) 

where λ is the largest real eigenvalue of a matrix (F(τ), - see Equation (39) in 

Appendix B) and 𝜏 is the period of the system, such as one year, one decade, 

etc. The details of the mathematics are described in Appendix B. 

When λ > 1 or r > 0, the mosquito population grows exponentially. Over the 

considered time period 𝜏, the introduced mosquitoes are likely to increase in 

numbers and eventually establish themselves. When r < 0, the introduced 

mosquitoes decrease over time and eventually die out. Therefore, the 

threshold value for an invasion is:  

r* = 0 (6) 

Based on this criterion, we define the vector invasion into a new place as 

the positive growth rate of vectors at all stages over a certain period of time. 

In this study, we have chosen a decade as the period to measure the vector’s 

invasion. We assume that during beginning of this period, larvae, pupae, 

adults are being introduced to the European locality studied. Then we 

calculated the vector population growth rate over a decade. We call this Model 

2C. 

Paper 4  Invasion of vector Aedes aegypti into Europe  

Figure 8D shows the method flow diagram used in paper 4, from data input to 

model output. Results are shown as European vector invasion maps. The top 

row shows the process.  

Similar to Figure 8C, input data include climate (1901-2099) and human 

population (1950-2099) datasets and climate-dependent relations for seven 

model parameters. Future climate data of CMIP5 models with two RCPs are 

used where monthly mean temperature and precipitation were averaged over 

the five models first before enters Model 2C. As the growth rate occurs during 

the initial growing period and does not reflect the final population abundance, 

the environmental and human carrying capacities do not affect the growth 

rate estimates. Therefore, GDP and man-made breeding sites are not involved. 

The input data are then interpolated to create continuous data sets. Next, the 

climate and human data are linked to the eight parameters used in the model.  

Using both time-series and constant parameters in Model 2, the vector 

growth rate is calculated numerically from equation (5) for Europe. Using the 
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decadal growth rate, we generate European maps for invasion of Aedes 

aegypti over two decades (2050s, 2090s) and two climate scenarios for the 

future (RCP2.6, 8.5). 

 

Figure 8D. The method flow diagram for paper 4 from data input to model output. Structure and 

notation is similar to Figure 8C. Three data sets are used as input and interpolation is used to 

generate continuous data. Then data are linked to the model parameters and input to the model 

for calculating vector growth rate. Decadal growth rate is used to generate a European map for 

invasion of the vector Aedes aegypti from now to the future, under two climate change scenarios. 

In addition, we zoom into ten European cities/areas to describe the decadal 

growth rate trend from the current decade to the end of this century. The same 

ten cities as in Paper 2 were selected to represent most of the European 

continent with different temperature zones – see section Paper 2 for detail.  

Two cities, Athens and Madeira, are examined in detail over two centuries, 

with annual and decadal growth rates, due to the reported presence of the 

Aedes aegypti vector in the past. Athens is used to tune one model parameter, 

the constant in the egg-hatching fraction, through inverse modelling (see 

Paper 4, Supplementary Information S1, page 6) (32); Madeira is used to 

validate the model – see paper 4 manuscript for details. 
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Results 

I. Dengue Epidemic Potential (DEP) 

The effect of temperature and diurnal temperature range on 

relative vectorial capacity for Aedes aegypti - theory 

This study focuses on method development: the effect of temperature (T) and 

diurnal temperature range (DTR) on dengue transmission – the relative 

vectorial capacity (rVc) of Aedes aegypti.  

The effects of DTR on global dengue epidemic potential are illustrated in 

two steps: model parameters and rVc (Figures 9-11).  

The equations for temperature (T) dependence of the five model 

parameters used in rVc can be found in Appendix A. Figure 9 shows the 

contour plots of their relations to both temperature and DTR (75) after 

expanding the temperature relations to include DTR by means of a sinusoidal 

daily temperature variation.  

 

Figure 9. Contour plots showing the combined effect of temperature and DTR on the five model 

parameters and the relative vectorial capacity (rVc – right low corner).  

The parameter most affected by inclusion of DTR is the probability of 

vector-to-human transmission per bite (bh) and the least affected is the 
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mosquito biting rate (a), due to its linear relation with temperature. The rest 

of the three model parameters are all affected to some degree: the probability 

of human-to-vector infection per bite (bm), the duration of the extrinsic 

incubation period – EIP (n) and the vector mortality rate (μm). The time unit 

is one day.  

rVc depends sensitively on T and DTR. At DTR = 0°C, the optimal 

temperature for dengue transmission is 29.3°C. As DTR increases, the peak 

value of rVc decreases and moves to lower mean temperature. At a mean 

temperature of 26°C, typical of the dengue endemic country Thailand, rVc 

first increases with DTR and then decreases after DTR becomes larger than 

10°C. In contrast, in the temperate climate of Europe, with a mean 

temperature of 14°C, rVc increases with DTR continuously over the whole 

range. This means that the dengue epidemic potential changes with DTR, from 

being negligible to being very close to the threshold value (0.2/day). The ratio 

of rVc between these two mean temperatures is 564 when DTR = 0°C and is 

reduced to 3.8 when T = 20°C. Therefore, large daily temperature fluctuations 

reduce the dengue epidemic potential in tropical regions but increase it in 

temperate regions. This leads to a much smaller gap in dengue epidemic 

potential between these two climate zones.  

Relative vectorial capacity for Madeira - Application 

We applied rVc calculation to the only dengue outbreak area in Europe  during 

this century, the Portuguese Island of Madeira. We estimated rVc using the 

Funchal weather station hourly temperature data (89) so that the DTR is 

naturally included. Figure 10 shows rVc for 2012, based on 3-hour 

temperature readings (in thin grey) and weekly averaged rVc (in thick black ), 

and the threshold value (dashed line).  

From the beginning of June to the end of October, the weekly averaged rVc 

was above the threshold continuously for over 4 months. Two peaks in rVc 

were observed after the outbreak: the beginning of October (0.57/day, week 

41) and November (0.30/day, week 44). They seem to approximately match 

the two peaks in dengue cases (week 43 and 46, insert) with a 2-week gap. By 

the end of November, rVc was reduced to below the threshold. 

The temporal pattern of dengue epidemic potential showed similarity to that 

of actual dengue cases in Madeira, with a lead time of two weeks. This is 

expected since it takes time from diagnose to report. The continuous decrease 

of rVc after week 44 (the beginning of November) in the year 2012 showed 

climate conditions that changed from being conducive to being prohibitive for 
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dengue transmission. This, besides enhanced vector control measures and 

public awareness, eventually led to the end of the Madeira dengue outbreak.  

 

Figure 10.  Grey line: rVc for Madeira based on 3-hour temperature recording for 2012. Black line: 

weekly averaged rVc. Circles: rVc on 26 September and 03 October (Week 39) when the first 2 

cases were identified. Corresponding weeks are labeled under October and November. Insert (top 

right corner):  the Madeira outbreak reported cases by week from Sept. 24 to Dec. 9, 2012. Source: 

ECDC (90, 91) & Sousa et al. (92). Met Office Integrated Data Archive System (MIDAS) 

temperature for Madeira (recorded every 3-hours) for the period 2010.1 to 2012.11 was used (89). 

Figure 11 shows monthly averaged rVc in Madeira from 2000 to 2012. 

Almost every year, rVc peaks between July and September as shown in circles; 

the rVc averages (July-September) are shown as grey columns. Since 2005, 

the year of establishment of the principal vector, Aedes aegypti, in Madeira, 

2012 has been the highest year for rVc and contained the longest season, 5 

months, with monthly average rVc well over the threshold. 

 

Figure 11.  Monthly averaged rVc for Madeira over the last 12 years before the dengue outbreak. 

July to September of each year is highlighted with circles whose average as the grey columns. 

Dashed line: the threshold value of rVc - 0.2/day .  
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These rVc results seem explain well both the dengue outbreak pattern in 

2012 and the likelihood for a dengue epidemic to occur in 2012 rather than 

other years. 

Global dengue epidemic potential - past, current and future 

The effects of using DTR in calculating rVc are further explored in global 

dengue epidemic potential (DEP) distribution. Figure 12 compares global DEP 

maps using rVc calculated based on temperature alone (or DTR=0, Figure 

12A), and temperature plus DTR (Figure 12B). Here rVc is averaged for the 

highest three-consecutive months of the year over three decades (1980 - 

2009). The blue colour indicates that DEP is unlikely, with rVc below the value 

0.05 per day. Areas coloured orange or red exceed the threshold for a possible 

dengue outbreak, as shown in the colour bars.  

 

Figure 12. The effect of DTR on global dengue epidemic potential (rVc). A) Using only monthly 

mean temperature, T. B) Using both T and DTR.  For each location (0.5 x 0.5 degree), rVc is 

averaged over the highest three consecutive months of the year from 1980 to 2009. The colour 

bar describes the values of rVc ; 0.2/day is the threshold for dengue transmission. 

Without DTR, most of the Northern Hemisphere does not appear to be a 

climatically conducive area for dengue transmission. The DEP is limited 
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largely to the tropical and subtropical regions, together with most of the 

Southern Hemisphere (Figure 12A). 

When the influences of both temperature and DTR are considered (Figure 

12B), the temperate regions show increased rVc values and warmer/hot 

regions show reduced rVc values. Nevertheless, rVc is still sufficiently high to 

result in sustained transmission in these tropical and subtropical regions. 

Thus, the main effect of DTR is to increase (by a relatively large percentage) 

the overall dengue epidemic potential in temperate regions and to reduce (by 

a relatively small percentage) the dengue epidemic potential in the tropical 

regions. 

Next, we compare the changes in global DEP over 1901-2099 at three 

snapshots. Figure 13 shows differences: between the present (1980-2009) and 

the past (1901-1930) (Figure 13A) and between the projected future (2070-

2099) and the present (1980-2009) (Figure 13B) under climate scenario 

RCP8.5.  

 

Figure 13. Changes of global dengue epidemic potential (rVc) over two centuries. A) Differences 

between 1980-2009 and 1901-1930. B) Differences between 2070-2099 and 1980-2009 under 

RCP8.5. The rest conditions are the same as in Figure 12B. The colour bars show the values of 

rVc. 
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Cold colors indicate decreases in dengue epidemic potential and warm 

colors indicate increases. The other conditions are the same as Figure in 12B. 

We find that the estimated DEP has increased over the two centuries in 

temperate regions of the world and decreased in tropical areas. Dramatic 

increase is projected in the Northern Hemisphere by the end of this century 

(75), agreeing with the climate model that the largest temperature increase is 

projected to occur in the Northern Hemisphere close to North Pole. 

Vectorial capacity for Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus - theory 

This study focuses on European dengue epidemic potential, its seasonality, 

and its amplitude from the past to the future. It is built on the previous study 

of paper 1, using both temperature and DTR as the driving force (75), but 

expanded to the dengue epidemic potential of both dengue vectors – the 

vectorial capacity (VC) of Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus.  

The dependence of VC on temperature and DTR is shown in Figure 14 for 

the two Aedes vectors, Aedes albopictus and Aedes aegypti.  

 

Figure 14. Temperature dependent vectorial capacity comparison for two dengue vectors - Aedes 

aegypti and Aedes albopictus. Figure 14(a-b) are temperature relations under five DTRs. The 

combined effects of mean temperature and DTR on VC are shown as heat maps for Aedes aegypti 

(Figure 14(c)) and for Aedes albopictus (Figure 14(d)). 
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Figure 14 (a-b) illustrate five line plots of VC as a function of temperature 

under different DTRs ranging from 0 to 20°C. Figure 14(c-d) uses heat maps 

to illustrate that VC has a complex relationship to temperature and DTR. 

 In general, VC for Aedes albopictus is lower than that for Aedes aegypti, as 

expected. When DTR increases from 0°C to 20°C, the peak height of VC 

decreases from 2.06 to 0.66 day-1 for Aedes aegypti, and  from 1.25 to 0.39 

day-1 for Aedes albopictus; the temperature corresponding to the peak of VC 

moves from 29°C for Aedes aegypti and 29.3°C for Aedes albopictus to 20°C 

for both Aedes vectors. Therefore, temperate climate zones with larger DTR 

will have greater VC, while tropical areas with less DTR will have lesser VC 

compared to estimates from models using mean temperature alone. This is 

similar to the results of the earlier rVc study. This is particularly relevant to 

Europe, where DTR is greater than in tropical areas. 

European seasonal dengue epidemic potential – past, current and 

future 

Using VC, dengue epidemic potential in Europe is mapped. Figure 15 shows 

the season-stratified maps of Europe’s DEP during the recent decade (2006 - 

2015) for Aedes aegypti (Figure 15(A)) compared to Aedes albopictus (Figure 

15(B)). It also shows the current distribution of Aedes vector occurrence data, 

either introduced or established (Figure 15(C)) (93). Currently Europe is 

infested by Aedes albopictus mainly in the Mediterranean area but infestation 

is expanding northward. But only three areas have recently reported Aedes 

aegypti: Georgia and southwestern portions of Russia, in addition to Madeira 

Island, Portugal (not shown on map) (31).  

The threshold value of 0.2 day-1 corresponds to the yellow colour (see colour 

bar). In areas with VC above this threshold (yellow-orange to dark red) during 

a given time period, dengue outbreaks may commence, assuming that 

prerequisite populations of vectors, susceptible human hosts, and virus 

introduction coincide. Areas that are displayed in blue to yellow green would 

not be expected to be suitable for dengue outbreaks to begin even if vectors 

were present and importations of dengue virus were persistent.  

Strong seasonality is apparent: VC is not sufficiently high in Europe in the 

winter, spring, and autumn seasons to allow dengue epidemic transmission to 

commence using the threshold value of 0.2 day-1, except for small areas in the 

very southernmost parts of Southern Europe during spring and autumn. In 

the summer season, the majority of continental Europe for Aedes aegypti, and 

southern and partially central parts of Europe for Aedes albopictus, have 

climate conditions and corresponding VC that could sustain seasonal dengue 
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epidemics. Therefore, if the principal vector, Aedes aegypti, becomes 

established in these other parts of Europe in the future, it could have greater 

DEP than the established and invasive secondary vector, Aedes albopictus.  

 
Figure 15. Season stratified maps of VC for Europe for Aedes aegypti (A), Aedes albopictus (B), 

and in those areas having recently established and/or introduced Aedes vectors occurrence 

distribution (C) (31, 94).  VC was calculated for each day of the period 2006.1.1 - 2015.12.31 and 

then seasonally aggregated over the decade. Winter: December-February; Spring: March-May; 

Summer: June-August; Autumn: September-November. DTR was included and mmax =1.5. E-OBS 

12.0 daily gridded (0.25x0.25 degrees) temperature datasets were used (82). The grey coloured 

areas in Figure 15C are those having unknown Aedes activity or for which survey information was 

unavailable (31). The threshold value of 0.2 day-1 is marked with an arrow on the yellow portion 

colour bar. 

Figure 16 shows the season-stratified maps of Europe’s DEP during the last 

decade of the 21st century under the effects of greenhouse gas emission 

pathways RCP2.6 (i & iv) and RCP8.5 (ii & iii) for the two Aedes vectors. 

Differences in VC for the four seasons are clearly shown. DEP is almost zero 

during the winter, then grows from small regions in Southern Europe during 
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the spring, increasing in intensity and expanding geographically during 

summer, before contracting again in autumn. The differences in VC between 

the two climate scenarios and two Aedes vectors are apparent in Figure 16. 

Under the most-mitigation climate scenario (RCP2.6), DEP is limited during 

the summer season to the Southern and the Central Europe for both vectors. 

Under the business-as-usual climate scenario (RCP8.5), DEP extends into 

Northern Europe for both Aedes vectors. Under both climate scenarios, DEP 

for Aedes aegypti shows higher intensity in more areas than for Aedes 

albopictus. By the end of this century, the highest DEP region during summer 

season would be in the Central Eastern parts of Europe, in addition to parts of 

the coastal areas of Southern Europe already having high DEP in the recent 

decade (Figure 15). 

 
Figure 16. Season-stratified maps of VC for Europe in the last decade of this century (2090-2099) 

under the greenhouse-gas emission pathways RCP2.6 (i & iv) and RCP8.5 (ii & iii) for two Aedes 

vectors. The maps show the decadal average VC calculations grouped by season42. Winter: 

December-February; Spring: March-May; Summer: June-August; Autumn: September-

November. DTR was included, with mmax =1.5.  Temperatures from five different global projection 

models (CMIP5) (85, 86) were used as input and had original resolution of 0.5 x 0.5 degrees. The 

threshold value of 0.2 day-1 is marked with an arrow on the yellow portion of colour bar.  

Seasonality of DEP in selected 10 European cities 

Next, we zoomed into ten European cities to look in detail into the monthly 

VC over a year – the seasonality. Figure 17 shows the trend in seasonality over 
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two centuries (1901-2099) for the 10 European cities for both dengue vectors  ̶ 

Aedes aegypti (Figure 17A) and Aedes albopictus (Figure 17B).  

 
 

 

Figure 17. Seasonality comparison in VC for ten European cities over two centuries for Aedes 

aegypti (A) and Aedes albopictus (B).  A 30-year averaged VC is plotted as a function of month 

for 3 different periods: Past (Figure 17i), Current (Figure 17ii), Future (Fig 17iii-vi) under four 

different projected climate scenarios or emission pathways (RCP).  DTR was included, with mmax 

=1.5. CRU-TS3.22 (95) and CMIP5 (81) gridded (0.5 X 0.5 degrees) temperature data were used.  

For each emission scenario, VC was averaged over five different global models (CMIP5) (85, 86).  

For each city, a 30-year averaged VC was estimated for three periods: Past 

(1901 - 1930) (i), Current (1984 - 2013) (ii), and Future (2070 - 2099) (iii-vi). 

We used historical temperature data from 1901 to 2013 and projected 
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temperatures from 2011 to 2099 under four climate scenarios RCPs (2.6, 4.5, 

6.0 and 8.5).  

Strong seasonality was observed in all cities over all periods and scenarios. 

Compared to the past, the current period shows an increase in the magnitude 

and the width of the peak in VC in central to Northern European cities (n=7 

including Madeira) while the Southern cities (n=3) remained about the same. 

A similar trend was observed when comparing the future to the current 

period under different emission pathways. The higher the RCP, the higher the 

peak in VC for the Central to Northern seven cities including Madeira and the 

wider the window of transmission for all 10 cities. These observations hold for 

both Aedes vectors, but Aedes aegypti showed higher VC than Aedes 

albopictus. Nice showed a rapid increase in the future, surpassing the other 

three southern European cities to have the highest VC by the end of this 

century. 

From Figure 17, we have also estimated the intensity and duration of 

dengue transmission over two centuries for both Aedes vectors. In general, 

increasing trends in intensity and duration for DEP were observed in all cities. 

The intensity and duration markedly increased in the past and are projected 

to level off after the 2020s under RCP2.6, while they will continue to increase 

rapidly under RCP8.5 for both vectors, leading to very different projected 

trends – see paper 2 (Figure 5) for details (87).   

II. Aedes aegypti mosquito 

Global abundance of Aedes aegypti – past and current 

In this study, we first calculated vector population dynamics for each stage. 

Then we summed the total female adult vector population for each year or 

decade after introduction of an initial value for at least half a year. We defined 

this as the vector abundance.  

Figure 18A used only climate as the driving force for vector abundance 

density (per breeding site, per km2). This map shows more climate-suitable 

areas for vector development. It is similar to the presence probability from the 

statistical model as shown in Figure 18E. Any colour other than blue indicates 

climate-suitable areas for vector development, with dark red the highest 

vector abundance density. The area with the highest vector density is located 

around the equator, in tropical areas, such as south Asia, mid - Africa, Central 

America and the most of South America. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of decadally averaged global abundance of female Aedes aegypti from our 

two models (A-C) and the reported occurrence data (D) for the period 1960-2014 (58) and a 

statistical model of vector presence probability (E) (35). Figure 18A uses the model with only 

climate as the driver and the vector abundance density (per breeding site per km2) is averaged 

over the decade 2000-2009. Figures 18B-C use the expanded model with climate, human 

population, and GDP as drivers and the vector abundance density (km-2) is averaged over the 

decade 2006-2015.   

 
Using the vector abundance from Model 2B, we mapped the global female 

Aedes aegypti annual abundance per grid averaged over one decade: 2006-

2015 as shown in Figure 18B (linear colour scale) and 18C (log colour scale). 

Similar to Figure 18A, the highest vector abundance is located around the 

equator, in tropical areas. The log colour scale (Figure 18C) highlights the 

vector presence area, while the linear scale (Figure 18B) highlights the more 
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densely populated vector areas, thus emphasizing human influence on urban 

vector abundance. 

The difference between Figure 18A and 18B is shown in Australia and the 

Amazon area of Brazil where human population is low but the natural 

environment is suitable for this vector to flourish.   

The most comprehensive available source for global distribution of Aedes 

aegypti is the recently published presence/absence occurrence data (58), as 

shown in Figure 18D for the period 1960-2014. All the models (18A-C) show 

more areas of vector presence than the data (18D), especially in Africa and 

South Asia, but they cover generally similar areas. This is reasonable, since the 

occurrence data can easily underestimate many areas of developing countries 

due to limited reports and data collections. The eastern part of South America 

(e.g. Brazil) shows more vector presence data, which may be because of the 

good surveillance system set up in consequence of its frequent dengue 

epidemics (14). Our model (Figure 18C) did capture this. In addition, our 

model suggests more areas in Africa and Asia like Brazil that have even higher 

vector abundance (Figure 18C) but have not been reported (Figure 18D). 

There are a few statistical models to quantify the possibility for recent 

global vector presence/absence, which use the global vector occurrence data 

to find similarity in climate and environmental areas (35, 36, 63, 96). Figure 

18E shows one of them. Comparing with the statistical model, our vector 

abundance density map (Figure 18A) covers very similar areas where the 

greatest presence of Aedes aegypti is found. However, we have estimated 

fewer areas from the north of India into the Pakistan and Nepal areas, and 

from the northeast of Africa, but more in the northern part of South America.  

The global vector abundance density for Aedes aegypti per decade was 

estimated over the last century as shown in Figure 19. Temperature changes 

for the same period are compared to the vector abundance density changes. A 

close correlation was observed between them – for each 1°C global 

temperature rise, global vector abundance density for Aedes aegypti 

increased about 7%. Over the last 110 years, the vector abundance density has 

increased about 9.5% while the global temperature has increased about 1.2°C. 

The largest increase in temperature has occurred in the last four decades while 

the largest increase in climate capacity (8.2%) has occurred over the last two 

decades. 
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Figure 19. Changes (%) in global vector abundance density for Aedes aegypti compared to global 

temperature per decade over the past century. 

Potential establishment of Aedes aegypti in Europe 

In this study, the vector population growth rate over a decade was calculated 

by solving a matrix differential equation to find the largest real eigenvalue 

(Appendix B). Figure 20 shows maps of population growth rate of Aedes 

aegypti in Europe over one decade (r10) from the current decade (A, D) to the 

end of this century (B-F). Orange to red colour corresponds to positive growth 

and green to blue colour indicates negative growth or die-out. Yellow colour 

represents the threshold value of zero.  

During the current decade 2006-2015, Figure 20A and 20D using two 

different climate datasets show the same positive growth or invasion in very 

small southern areas of Italy, Spain, and Turkey  ̶  borderline. In the future 

under RCP8.5, by the middle of the century as shown in Figure 20B, the 

projected vector invasion area from the Mediterranean Sea expands outward 

toward to the north to include almost the entire coastal area up to Nice, 

France, to the west to include most of Portugal and southwest Spain, and to 

the east to a small coastal area of the Black Sea in Georgia. By the end of this 

century, Figure 20C shows even further expansion of the projected vector 

invasion area from the Mediterranean Sea toward the north and the west to 

include the southwestern part of France, most of Italy and Greece, and most 

of the southern coast of the Black Sea. 

However, if we look at the scenario of RCP2.6, Figure 20E-F show a 

completely different picture. By the middle of this century (Figure 20E), a 

small expansion area of invasion is observed in the southern part of Spain and 

Portugal, the east coast of Spain, and the southern coasts of Italy and Turkey. 

By the end of this century (Figure 20F), almost no obvious change is observed. 
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The vector infested area is estimated over the 21st century (see Fig. 3 in Paper 

3). We found that under RCP2.6, an increase from 1.8% to 3.6% by 2060s with 

a decline trend after 2080s following a temperature rise of 0.93°C; under RCP8.5, the 

invasion areas increases from 1.8% to 9.0% with an increasing trend continuously into 

the next century following closely the temperature increases which is about 4.9°C by 

end of 2090s.  

 

Figure 20.  Aedes aegypti decadal growth rate (r10) in Europe over different periods from current 

(A, D), to the middle of the century (B, E) to the end of this century (C, F) under two different 

climate scenarios, RCP8.5 (B, C) and RCP2.6 (E, F). Parameter inputs based on interpolated 

climate data - monthly temperature and precipitation - from CRU TS 3.25 (A, D) and ISIMIP, an 

ensemble five general circulation models CMIP5 (B-F).  

We looked closely at 10 selected European cities decade by decade from 

2010 to 2099 under the two climate scenarios. The trend in projected vector 

growth rate is shown in Figure 21. Under RCP8.5 (A), a clear increase of r10 is 

observed in all the cities. The northern five cities (Paris, London, Amsterdam, 

Berlin and Stockholm) will have negative vector growth even at the end of this 

century, indicating no possibility of invasion of Aedes aegypti. The southern 

five cities (Nice, Rome, Athens, Madeira and Málaga) all show positive vector 

growth rate from either this decade or, in the case of Rome, from the 2030s. 

By the end of this century, all of the five cities will have close to or more than 

the current growth rate of Madeira (0.03 /day), with Nice surpassing the other 
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three Southern cities and becoming second to Madeira – indicating high risk 

of invasion. 

However, under the climate scenario of RCP2.6 (B), the vector growth rates 

show very little change over the century. They increase only slightly from the 

current level by the middle of this century, and stay constant or decrease 

slightly by the end of this century.  Again, the five Northern cities show 

negative growth rates with no possibility of invasion of Aedes aegypti. Rome 

will stay at the borderline with four decades (2050s-2080s) positive and five 

decades negative during this century. The remaining four cities show positive 

growth rate over the entire century, with Madeira the highest and Málaga the 

second in invasion potential. 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Future trend of Aedes aegypti decadal growth rate (r10) in European 10 cities under 

two climate scenarios RCP8.5 (A) and RCP2.6 (B). Parameter inputs based on interpolated 

ISIMIP CMIP5 averaged monthly gridded data. Coastal temperature corrections were applied. 
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Discussion 

Global dengue epidemic potential 

In paper 1, we used relative vectorial capacity (rVc) to estimate dengue 

epidemic potential (DEP) based on the dependence of the model parameters 

on temperature and diurnal temperature range (DTR) for the vector Aedes 

aegypti. We showed that both mean temperature and DTR are intrinsically 

related to the DEP. We found that DTR are particularly important for 

understanding dengue transmission in temperate regions of the Northern 

Hemisphere.  

We found a strong temperature dependence of dengue epidemic potential; 

it peaked at a mean temperature of 29.3°C when DTR was 0°C and at 20°C 

when DTR was 20°C. Increasing average temperatures up to 29°C led to an 

increased dengue epidemic potential, and temperatures above 29°C reduced 

dengue epidemic potential. In tropical areas where the mean temperatures are 

close to 29°C, a small DTR increased dengue epidemic potential while a large 

DTR reduced it. In cold-to-temperate or extremely hot climates where the 

mean temperatures are far from 29°C, raising DTR continuously increased the 

dengue epidemic potential. In addition, the similarity in contour maps for the 

relative vectorial capacity and the vector-to-human transmission probability 

(bh) indicated the importance of bh 
in dengue epidemic potential. 

Incorporating these findings, using historical and projected temperature 

and DTR over a two-hundred-year period (1901-2099), we found an 

increasing trend of global DEP in temperate regions. Small increases in DEP 

were observed over the last 100 years and large increases are expected by the 

end of this century in temperate Northern Hemisphere regions, using climate 

change projections under the business-as-usual scenario RCP8.5.  

This finding agrees with the previous study that projected to the 2050s 

using the same model (45). However, we included DTR, used more 

temperature-dependent parameters (five vs. one), and generated higher 

resolution global maps using climate-scenario model ensembles (five vs. 

three) for better representation of the future projected climate. Our findings 

illustrate the importance of including DTR when mapping DEP based on 

vectorial capacity. The global DEP distribution also echoes the uneven 

distribution in temperature from climate change – the largest increases will 

be in the Northern Hemisphere.  
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European dengue epidemic potential 

Using vectorial capacity (VC), we calculated temperature-dependent VC for 

Europe, highlighting ten European cities. Our results show that Aedes aegypti 

is a more potent vector in transmitting dengue than Aedes albopictus, 

consistent with other studies (44). Europe showed strong seasonality in 

dengue epidemic potential ̶ summer is clearly more conducive to dengue 

epidemics and low temperatures in winter do not allow dengue transmission 

in Europe.  

Over time, the intensity and seasonal windows for dengue epidemic 

potential have increased and are projected to continue increasing. As a result, 

more cities will be over the VC threshold starting from the South and 

progressing to the North during this century. No European city is projected to 

have year-round dengue epidemic transmission; the longest period would be 

eight months for Aedes aegypti and seven months for Aedes albopictus in 

Málaga by the end of the 21st century under RCP8.5. 

The rates of increase in the intensity and transmission windows depend on 

the emission pathway for both vectors, especially toward the latter part of the 

century. This implies a significant potential benefit, if policies for climate- 

change mitigation (the Paris Agreement under the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (3)) are implemented such that future 

emissions more closely reflect RCP 2.6 – the under-2°C global temperature 

rise compared to the pre-industrial level. 

The seasonality of dengue epidemic potential was previously reported in a 

study using the same model (45). But it studied only a few locations, not 

globally, and gave a snapshot, not decadal trend over two centuries.  In this 

study, we have covered 20 decades from 1901 to 2099, and estimated monthly 

VC for each decade. All the existing models of dengue risk mapping, regardless 

of the model types, mathematical or statistical, give one or a few cross 

sectional estimations. For example, one study (96) covers one year while other 

studies (44, 45, 97-99) give an averaged snapshot over a few decades. To the 

best of my knowledge, ours is the only study of the European DEP that yields 

findings at a monthly time scale over two centuries, including historical 

observations and four climate projections into the future.  

In this study, over the two centuries, we observed that the dengue epidemic 

potentials in Athens, Málaga, and Rome are consistently above the threshold 

during part of the year. Nice stands out as having the most dramatic rise; by 

the end of the century, Nice could surpass in intensity the three other 

Southern European cities. Consistent with this, Nice was the site of the first 
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reported autochthonous European cases in 2010 (100) and Athens had a 

massive dengue outbreak in 1927/28 (101).  

Since 1928, there has only been one dengue epidemic in Europe, in Madeira 

in 2012, with over 2000 cases transmitted by Aedes aegypti (21). Using local 

weather station hourly temperature data, rVc (Figure 11) and VC (Figure S1 in 

Paper 2 (87)) for Madeira were well over the threshold from June to October. 

Our rVc estimation matched the outbreak report, especially the decreasing 

trend toward end of the year, indicating the effect of climate on the vector’s 

transmission. Therefore, our findings are consistent with the large dengue 

outbreak that occurred in 2012. While our findings contribute valuable insight 

into the timing of the outbreak potential in Madeira, the presence of vectors 

predated the outbreak by years (having been present since 2005), and the 

climate-based dengue epidemic potential predated the outbreak by a number 

of months. This illustrates that commencement of an actual dengue outbreak 

involves complex processes and more factors than those addressed here.  

Of note is that VC for Athens, Rome and Málaga is higher than that for 

Madeira even after applying a coastal temperature correction, yet no dengue 

outbreaks have recently occurred in those cities. This is likely due in part to 

the absence of Aedes aegypti. This suggests the need to model current dengue 

vector distribution and future invasion risk in Europe.  

Global distribution of Aedes aegypti abundance 

This study expanded a weather-driven process-based mathematical vector 

model based on Aedes aegypti’s lifecycle to include human and economic 

influence on this vector’s abundance. We modelled the past vector population 

dynamics globally. From this, vector abundance was estimated and mapped 

over the last 110 years.  

Our study shows not only the global distribution of presence of Aedes 

aegypti, but also its relative abundance both geographically and over time. 

Predictions of vector population vary from 0 to 30 vectors per hectare square 

(3x105 km2, Figure 18) across different climate zones, from the polar areas to 

the Equator over the past decade. Over the past 110 years, the vector 

abundance density based on climate alone has increased about 9.5% with the 

largest increase (8.2%) having occurred over the last two decades, indicating 

a possible tipping point was reached. If climate change increases its speed as 

projected by other RCPs than RCP2.6, the global vector abundance density 

will also increase continuously. However, currently the European continent 

has basically experienced non-presence except for a few spots in the southern 

coastal areas.   
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This is the first mathematical modelling study of global vector abundance 

of Aedes aegypti. Most modelling studies in this area focus either on 

probability of presence/absence (statistical models) or on only one or two 

local areas (mathematical models). 

For example, human-contributed semi-permanent water containers were 

included in the mathematical modelling for dengue transmission in San Juan, 

PR (72). No mathematical models were used to estimate global vector 

population distribution, nor did they include human population and GDP. 

Human population was included in the recent statistical model of global 

distribution of Aedes aegypti (36). Compared to the statistical model without 

human population, including human population did not change the area but 

the increase of the probability of this vector’s presence in areas of larger 

human population such as the southeast coast of the USA and southern Asia. 

This agrees with our results over the last 100 years (Model 2A) and the last 45 

years (Model 2B). See paper 3 for details.  

Our model is the first mathematical modelling study, to the best of our 

knowledge, to study vector abundance on a global scale that includes both 

human population and GDP data, taking into account human-created 

breeding sites and the fact that the vector’s reproduction depends on human 

blood meals. In addition, it also includes human self-protection behaviour to 

prevent too-high female adult vector populations. Compared with using 

climate driving only, we believe that our new model should provide a more 

robust estimation of the presence and abundance of Aedes aegypti.  

This study complements the presence/absence occurrence data collected 

from limited monitoring sources (58) and the statistical model based on these 

data (35). In fact, the statistical model of global presence of Aedes aegypti is 

very similar to the result from our climate-driven model, as they both use 

entirely (our model) or mostly (statistical model) natural environmental 

factors, with climate as the dominant factor. This similarity is expected since 

urbanicity accounts for only 2% in the statistical model (35). Given the many 

reports of human contribution to the introduction of Aedes vectors to new 

areas by global trade (102, 103) and the creation of urban breeding sites due 

to urbanization and economic development needs (29, 30, 104), it is 

important to include human population and economic contributions to the 

vector’s abundance.  

Future risk of Aedes aegypti invasion into Europe  

This study is focused on projecting the future possibility of the principal 

dengue vector’s estalishment in Europe. Using positive decadal vector-
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population growth rates as the criterion, we have mapped the long-term 

invasion potential of the vector Aedes aegypti over this century into Europe.  

Currently, the European continent shows small risk of establishment of 

Aedes aegypti, except in a very few places in the southern coastal area of 

Europe, such as the southern tips of Spain and Italy and the southwest coast 

of Turkey. But most of them are on the borderline for establishment, except 

for Turkey. Although this did not appear in the occurrence report (58), similar 

projections resulted from the statistical models (35, 36) as having non-zero 

probability for presence of Aedes aegypti.  

The future invasion potential is sensitive to the climate change scenario and 

the specific time. By the middle of this century, under the lowest climate 

change scenario of RCP2.6, the current border of invasion will stay in the 

southern coastal areas along the line across the middle of Mediterranean Sea. 

Under the highest climate change scenario of RCP8.5, this border could move 

to the north end of Mediterranean Sea.  By the end of this century, this border 

could move even further north to the middle of Europe under RCP8.5, or stay 

at the middle of the Mediterranean Sea under RCP2.6, as it will be in the 

2050s.  

Therefore, climate change plays a critical role in the timing and extent of 

this vector’s invasion. If we achieve the emission reductions in the Paris 

Agreement (3), such that the global temperature rises less than 2 degrees 

Celsius above pre-industrial levels, the invasion area of Aedes aegypti will be 

limited to a much smaller size in Europe as shown in RCP2.6, compared to the 

expansion under the business-as-usual scenario of RCP8.5, especially by the 

end of this century.  

How likely would dengue outbreaks occur in Europe?  

As the dengue transmission framework states, four conditions must be met 

simultaneously for a dengue outbreak to occur: sufficient numbers of 

susceptible humans, presence of dengue virus, sufficient Aedes vectors and 

conducive environment, where climate is the main factor.  

In the continent of Europe, we have not had dengue epidemics for 90 years, 

resulting in a large susceptible human population. Each year, European 

travellers return home with dengue (i.e., 1207 cases in 2012 reported in 

EU/EEA) and the number has increased over time (105-108). 

Currently Aedes albopictus is widely spread in most of Southern Europe, 

especially in the Mediterranean areas (27, 58) as shown in Figure 15C. The 
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principal dengue vector Aedes aegypti could invade Europe over this century 

from this region with increasing areas over time depending on the climate 

change scenarios (Figure 20). From the vectorial capacity study, the 

maximum value of vector-to-human ratio needs to be over 1.5 to be sufficient 

for an outbreak.  

From our vector abundance and invasion study, Aedes aegypti abundance 

is currently not high enough for a dengue epidemic in most of continental 

Europe, except a few coastal cities in the south of Europe, where Aedes aegypti 

is borderline. However, with climate change in the near future, we project an 

increase in Aedes aegypti growth rate. By the middle of this century, only very 

few coastal cities in Spain, Italy and Turkey under RCP2.6, or most of the 

coastal cities from central to Southern Europe under RCP8.5, would have high 

enough growth rates to reach the required vector abundance.  

Finally, do we have the climate conducive to supporting dengue outbreaks 

in Europe? Our vectorial capacity estimation for both Aedes vectors (Figure 

17) shows that over the two centuries from 1901-2099, the dengue epidemic 

potentials in Athens, Málaga, and Rome are consistently over the threshold 

during part of the year regardless of which RCP and which Aedes vector are 

concerned. Therefore, currently Southern Europe does have a climate 

conducive to possible dengue outbreaks if either Aedes vector is present with 

sufficient abundance and the dengue virus is introduced at the right time to 

the right places.  

Aedes albopictus is already present in Mediterranean areas. Its population 

abundance is unknown. It takes blood meals from both humans and animals 

(73). Therefore, it is a less efficient vector for dengue transmission than Aedes 

aegypti. On the other hand, it has caused a few local dengue cases in France 

and Croatia in 2010 (100), a Chikungunya outbreak of 200-300 cases in Italy 

in 2007 (109), and six local cases in France in 2017 (110, 111). This means that 

the population of Aedes albopictus is not very small in some areas of Southern 

Europe. Then it might be that this vector is less competent in transmitting 

dengue than Chikungunya and that we have overestimated vectorial capacity 

for Aedes albopictus by using some of the model parameters measured for 

Aedes aegypti due to limited empirical studies of Aedes albopictus. On the 

other hand, it might also be that just not all the conditions have yet occurred 

at the right time and right place. If this is the case, a dengue outbreak may 

happen in the near future.  However, the situation can be much worse if Aedes 

aegypti infests Europe. 

In summary, findings from this thesis indicate that the limitation for a 

dengue outbreak in a temperate climate zone like Europe is not vectorial 
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capacity but the abundance of the competent vector, Aedes aegypti, and the 

timing of all four conditions that fall into the right places. Both climate and 

socioeconomic factors drive vector abundance, with climate the most 

important driver. Therefore, climate change has definite impacts on the 

primary dengue vector’s, Aedes aegypti’s, establishment and abundance and 

consequently on the presence of infectious diseases, such as dengue, in 

Europe. The business-as-usual greenhouse gas scenario imposes a greater risk 

of dengue outbreaks and dengue principal vector invasion in Europe in the 

near future, considering both intensity and geographical extent. Successfully 

reducing carbon emission to the level required to achieve the less-than-2°C 

global temperature rise target will not only reduce the spread of the mosquito, 

Aedes aegypti, but also limit several infectious diseases that this potent vector 

transmits, to a minimal level. 

Limitations of methods used 

Models are abstractions of reality; they are not reality. Models are only as good 

as the assumptions made and parameters used. Limitations always exist in 

any mathematical models; here are a few in this thesis. 

First, Model 1 uses a threshold criterion that depends on the exact dengue 

transmission model used and is valid under certain assumptions. I did not 

originate the derivation but adapted an existing standard equation used in 

other publications (Appendix A gives my understanding of how it was 

derived). Throughout this research, I realized that the exact expression 

depends on the number of state variables included in the dengue transmission 

model. Although most of the essential features are the same, the exact 

expression of the threshold condition can vary.  

In addition, the dengue virus was assumed to be present in only one type at 

a time. We did not differentiate single and multiple dengue viral infections. 

The virus transmission and infection probability per bite may depend on virus 

serotypes which we did not consider. This is due to the availability of the 

empirical data that we can draw parameters from.  

Furthermore, for a dengue epidemic to occur, many factors need to be in 

place. As we saw in the theoretical framework (Figure 5A), susceptible 

humans, vector abundance, virus introduction and conducive environment all 

have to be present at the right time and right place as well as interacting with 

each other in the right sequence. The virus needs to circulate continuously 

between human hosts and vectors to sustain an outbreak. Even with an 

established vector, as the Madeira case showed, dengue outbreak did not 

happen until seven years later. Therefore, the model’s projection should not 
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be taken too literally. Even the best model cannot capture reality completely 

and accurately, especially at a global or continental scale. In gaining generality 

to cover large scales, we lose details and local accuracy. Nevertheless, a model 

on paper is much better than a model in the mind when it comes to decision 

making. The transparency allows discussion and scrutinizing for 

improvement. 

In Model 2, there may be other factors that affect the vector’s invasion and 

abundance that we have not included, such as vegetation and landscape.  

Vector abundance, vectorial capacity, and the judgement of vector invasion 

depend sensitively on the parameters used in the models and the input climate 

dataset. The parameters used are from studies in both the field (the tropics) 

and laboratories. Although laboratory studies simulated temperature 

conditions that covered a range of different climate zones, generalization to 

temperate regions always carries the risk of unknown properties that were not 

captured. Examples are the length of daylight, different predators, the genetic 

variability of vector competence of local vectors, and the influence of viral 

fitness on vector competence, to name a few. The temperature relations for 

parameters related to dengue transmission of Aedes albopictus are very 

limited. We have used the same temperature relations for three parameters:  

transmission and infection probability per bite and EIP from those studied for 

Aedes aegypti. These may have caused uncertainty in the projected dengue 

epidemic potential transmitted by Aedes albopictus in Europe.    

Tthe assumption made of a linear relation between vector breeding sites 

and human population/GDP needs data to validate and to test for other 

possible relationships. Due to lack of vector population data to validate our 

model, except for limited vector presence areas, the values in vector 

abundance should be viewed as a relative measure rather than an absolute 

number.  

 Finally, although the vector invasion model is validated by two past 

reported areas for vector presence (Madeira 2005 and Athens 1927/28), 

uncertainty may still be encountered in the model parameter. Therefore, the 

threshold value used for vector population growth rate may not be exactly the 

theoretical value of zero but a range of values around zero. More studies are 

needed to enlarge the validation areas and estimate better model parameters 

for Model 2. 
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Contributions of the thesis 

This thesis focuses on the potential for dengue transmission and for invasion 

and abundance of the principal dengue vector - Aedes aegypti. It aims to 

answer these questions: how do climate and climate change affect dengue 

outbreak potential globally in general and in Europe specifically? Has climate 

change affected the global distribution of the principal dengue vector, Aedes 

aegypti, in the past? Will climate change affect its invasion into Europe in the 

future? 

The results indicate that dengue epidemic potential increases sensitively 

with temperature, especially in temperate climate zones where the largest 

increase is expected to be in the Northern Hemisphere under a business-as-

usual climate scenario.  

The global distribution of Aedes aegypti over the past 50 years has been 

limited to the tropical and subtropical areas, with increases in abundance over 

time but little change in geographical area. The average global vector 

abundance density based on climate alone has increased about 9.5% over the 

last 100 years, of which 8.2% change has occurred over the last two decades.  

Europe currently has limited risks of dengue epidemics in the south around 

the Mediterranean area from the presence of the less competent vector, Aedes 

albopictus. In the future, the risk of dengue outbreak increases as the risk of 

invasion and establishment of the principal vector, Aedes aegypti, rises. The 

invasion of Aedes aegypti and the intensity, time window, and geographical 

extent of dengue epidemics depend strongly on the carbon emission scenarios: 

from considerable risk in the second half of the 21st century under a high 

carbon emission scenario (RCP8.5) to much smaller risk under the lower 

carbon emission scenarios (RCP 2.6). 

This thesis concerns only part of the dengue epidemic chain - the 

environmental driver in dengue epidemics and vector modelling. Another 

PhD thesis from our group (Mikkel Quam, 2016 Umeå University (112)) 

focuses on virus importation. This thesis’ main contributions to the field are: 

First, it synthesizes the key concepts in describing or modelling dengue 

transmission into a theoretical framework, as shown in Figure 5, giving an 

overall picture of what is involved in dengue transmission and outbreak in an 

uninfected area. Except for a simpler form, HAVE, used by Mikkel Quam in 

his thesis (112), I have not come across any theoretical framework for dengue 

transmission like this one. 
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 Second, it collects and synthesizes the temperature relations for the six 

model parameters in the vectorial capacity, makes assumption for unknown 

parameters, and includes a diurnal temperature range (DTR) component for 

the vectors Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus. This lays the foundation for 

estimating the epidemic potential for dengue and other infectious diseases 

transmitted by Aedes vectors, such as Zika and Chikungunya. Prior to this 

thesis, vectorial capacity was used to estimate dengue epidemic potential. But 

temperature influence was considered on only one or two of the six model 

parameters while the remaining parameters were assumed as constant with 

values found in tropical climate regions. They are valid for estimating dengue 

epidemic potential in tropical or dengue endemic countries (37) but cannot be 

used for modelling dengue in temperate climate zones like Europe.  

Third, it estimates future dengue epidemic potential globally and in Europe 

based on temperature and diurnal temperature range (DTR). This is the first 

time that DTR has been used in projection of dengue epidemic potential. 

Seasonality in dengue transmission intensity and window and trend over two 

centuries were estimated for Europe for the first time. Large differences were 

observed between different climate scenarios. The results strongly support the 

Paris Agreement (3) for controlling carbon emission to limit the temperature 

rise below 2 degree Celsius. 

Fourth, it estimates the global abundance and distribution of the principal 

dengue vector - Aedes aegypti. All previous studies of the global distribution 

of Aedes aegypti were limited to statistical models which gave information on 

vector’s presence/absence. There is no global abundance information. This is 

the first model to give Aedes aegypti’s global abundance over time. It is also 

the first mathematical model, to the best of my knowledge, to use 

socioeconomic factors in addition to climate as drivers for modelling global 

vector population dynamics. 

Finally, it projects the future of the invasion into Europe of the principal 

dengue vector, Aedes aegypti. The derived invasion criterion, vector 

population growth rate, is applied to Aedes aegypti for the first time. The 

projected trend provides evidence to strongly support climate mitigation. 

Future Research 

Based on this thesis, research areas needing further work include:  

For estimating dengue epidemic potential, vectorial capacity calculations 

could be improved by using our vector population time-series results instead 

of assuming a vector-to-human population ratio. Due to time limitations, it 
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was not possible to connect the vector model back to estimates of dengue 

epidemic potential. 

For more accurate projections of dengue epidemic potential, threshold 

criterion other than the vectorial capacity used in this thesis should be derived 

from a dengue transmission model that includes both symptomatic and 

asymptomatic infections. Then one can use the next generation matrix 

method (113) to derive the basic reproduction number and the vectorial 

capacity for a changing environment. 

The same study for the vector model needs to be expanded to the secondary 

dengue vector, Aedes albopictus. This would fill a large gap on vector 

abundance and invasion risk globally in general and in temperate regions in 

particular. 

Vector and human dengue transmission models can be connected to 

simulate the risk of dengue outbreaks and to test certain control strategies. 

This combined model can also include specific mobility networks describing 

the introduction of virus and vectors to a particular region.    

Access of good data is very important to validate the vector dynamics 

models. Further studies are need to focus on collecting data on vectors, and 

climate and environmental conditions to improve the vector model. 

Finally, the mathematical models built in this thesis are not limited to 

dengue fever but are also relevant to other infectious diseases that Aedes 

vectors transmit. Therefore, it is a natural extension from this thesis to apply 

the model built here to develop insights into how climate change could affect 

the burden of Zika and Chikungunya.  
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Conclusion 

This PhD thesis uses process-based mathematical modelling to explore how 

climate and climate change affect dengue epidemic potential globally, with a 

focus on Europe, under the assumption that other necessary conditions are 

fulfilled. It further investigates one of the least-known necessary conditions 

for dengue epidemics, the primary dengue vector’s abundance globally and its 

potential invasion into Europe.  

Our model describes how important climate conditions are for both dengue 

epidemic potential and the dengue vector’s invasion into uninfected areas. Not 

just the mean temperature, but also its daily variation, contribute to the 

dengue epidemic potential in temperate climate zones like Europe. Climate 

change has and is projected to continue to increase the potential of Aedes 

aegypti vector to grow in abundance, infest new areas, and spread dengue 

virus across the globe. However, climate changes with different carbon 

emission scenarios have greatly different impacts on both the dengue 

epidemic potential and the dengue primary vector’s invasion into Europe.  

Based on the findings, we conclude that successfully achieving the Paris 

Agreement to limit global warming to below 2°C from the pre-industrial level 

would minimize and stop further increase of the area for the principal vector, 

Aedes aegypti, to invade into Europe by the later part of the 21st century, as 

compared to the business-as-usual scenario. As a consequence, it would also 

considerably lower the outbreak risk of several viral infectious diseases 

transmitted by this mosquitoes.  

 

 

“We are the first generation to be able to end poverty  

and the last generation that can take steps  

to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.  

Future generations will judge us harshly  

if we fail to uphold our moral and historical  

responsibilities.”  

- Ban Ki-moon, Secretary-General, United Nations 
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Epilogue  

Finally I studied the field of my interest–public health–in a medical school in 

Umeå, a cold place in North Sweden, surrounded by forest and nature similar 

to where I grew up in Northwest China. After two weeks of an exciting global 

health course during my Master of Science study in 2011, I got a call from 

China that my dearest brother, Bo Liu, had died of a heart attack at 52 years 

old. No time for grief; after one week visiting China for his funeral and 

comforting my mother, I came back to continue my Master of Science study. 

With the grade of pass-with-distinction in every course, I was hired in 2012 

to do mathematical modelling in dengue – continuing my master’s thesis, as 

a research engineer. I felt like a fish back in water again after having left 

academia for six years to learn Swedish and start a business in order to be 

closer to home.  

I wanted to learn more about the various tools available to do research in 

public health. So I became a PhD student in 2013. After 20-years of research 

in physics with strong training in mathematics, I thought that I could finish 

the PhD requirement–four papers–easily within two or three years. To my 

surprise, the road to the 2nd PhD was very tortuous and God had other 

arrangements for me. 

First, I struggled to publish my first paper. I ended up writing four different 

versions after repeated rejections by different journals, until it was finally 

published in 2014. A news release about this paper was written nicely by 

Raman, my colleague. It was published at the Umeå University’s website on 

WHO’s World Health Day (2014-04-07) whose theme that year was to combat 

vector-borne diseases. It got immediate media attention. After interviews of 

journalists from the local TV news, the local newspaper, etc., I was shocked at 

what they had focused on ̶ the fear of dengue in Sweden! This is exactly 

opposite to why I came to study public health in the first place. Publicity of 

research results to make differences in Public Health is almost every 

researcher’s dream and goal. To me, it was a nightmare. I lost my motivation 

to continue research in dengue study. I decided to focus on both taking more 

courses and on my home front – my teenage son needed help… 

Slowly I got back to my second paper. During the school Spring break of 

March 2016, I took my daughter to ski at Mountain Vemdalen, while trying to 

revise the paper. I had a spectacular fall in the woods – a bad accident during 

an evening ski – and ended with an unusable right arm and wrist. Using my 

left hand to position my right hand on the keyboard, I could still type with my 

fingers and I finished the paper, which was published in the spring of 2016. 
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Eight months later, my right arm recovered its full mobility through self-

training with dance every day in my corridor room and home kitchen. But my 

right shoulder tendon was damaged and needed an operation to repair, as I 

learned recently during an emergency visit to the Umeå hospital after another 

fall on ice during a curling lesson – my last PhD activity in Umeå. 

My last two papers needed to develop a new model about the vector 

mosquito. I knew nothing about the mosquito’s life. I did not have any 

computer programming skills, as a former experimental physicist. Learning 

programming is like learning a new language which has never been my 

strength and is even harder at my current age with a very short memory. It 

took me a few years with two formal courses and workshops before I learned 

the basics of programming in R. The younger people in our group, first Hans, 

then Mikkel, and later Sewe, became my saviours in helping me to download 

huge amounts of global climate data and to generate global and European 

maps.  

Besides mathematical modelling, I learned also another modelling tool - 

system dynamics modelling (SDM) typically used in systems engineering. The 

program that I learned is called Vensim. It is a picture-form program that 

hides all the program codes in the background. I liked it very much since it is 

easy to learn and remember. Using SDM, I built the mosquito abundance 

model after eight months of hard work including the summer vacation of 

2016. As the fall semester started, I was ready to write my 3rd paper.  

When I talked to my co-supervisor, Åke, from the mathematics department, 

he asked me “do you know how this program (Vensim) works?” I answered 

“No, I know how to use it, not how it was built.” He said to me “Either you find 

that out or change to another program so that we know how it works.” I ended 

up learning another computer program, Mathematica. I soon found out that 

Åke was the only one within my reach in Umeå University who could help me 

since very few people use Mathematica. With my travelling back and forth 

between home in Ånge and study in Umeå, I met Åke once every two weeks on 

average. As noted in this thesis, the last two papers are not published yet. In 

reflection on this, as Åke said, “While it is difficult to learn a new computer 

software, I think it ultimately paid off to switch. At least I do not see how we 

could have achieved the invasion analysis using Vensim.” I agree fully with 

him and I am proud that I have gotten this far. 

This journey has been one not only of obstacles but of a healing process as 

well. When I tried to help my son, it opened up a “can of worms” for me. All of 

my childhood issues with my parents surfaced. I could not control my tears 

when talking to some of my colleagues, contrary to my upbringing – “crying is 
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weakness that you do not show to others.” To my surprise, I got tremendous 

support from my colleagues and the Epidemiology unit. With one year of 

professional help, I started to heal years of deeply suppressed emotions, 

especially anger toward my father. After that, those mathematical equations 

did not look as boring as they had been – the negative emotion toward my 

father was dissolving from those mathematical symbols.  

Although I may not have many years left to do research in Public Health, 

the symbolization of this PhD in public health will remain for the rest of my 

life and in the memories of my children and grandchildren as a reconciliation 

with my father. 
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Appendix A    
 
Model 1 Dengue vectorial capacity  

Modelling framework for dengue infection  

Based on our understanding of the dengue transmission process (Figure 5), a 

theoretical framework for building the dengue model is presented in Figure 1. 

The dengue model consists of two parts: humans and vectors. To simplify, we 

consider only one type of virus at each outbreak. Then, the humans can be 

divided into three compartments: susceptible to the disease (SH), currently 

infectious (IH), and recovered and immune (RH), as shown in the top row.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Framework for dengue infection including humans (top - SIR) and 

mosquitoes as vectors (bottom - SI). Each box represents a state variable of 

population with S – susceptible, I – infected and R – recovered for humans 

(subscript H) and mosquitoes (subscript M).  

The susceptible humans (SH) become infected at a rate λ
H

 (force of 

infection) after being bitten by an infected mosquito. The infected humans 

then move to recovered (RH) at a recovery rate γH. At each stage, there is 

natural death at a mortality rate µ
H

, which is generally small compared to the 

mortality rate due to the disease, αH, and is neglected in the end. The birth and 

immigration of human to the susceptible pool is assumed to have a small rate 

like the mortality rate, and is not included here.  

For vectors (the bottom row), the susceptible mosquitoes (SM) become 

infected after biting infected humans at a rate of λ
M

. The infected mosquitoes 

(IM) are assumed to remain infectious for the rest of their lives. Thus, only two 

compartments are shown for vectors. At each stage, there is natural death at a 
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mortality rate of µM. In addition, for simplicity latency is not taken into 

account initially. This process is a simplified case of dengue where only the 

female adult mosquitoes are included here.  

The force of infection to humans, λ
H

, depends on the number of mosquito 

bites, NM a (where a is the average daily biting rate per vector and NM is the 

total number of female vector), the probability of viral transmission from the 

mosquito to human per bite, b
H

, and the proportion of the infectious female 

mosquito (IM/(NM N
H

)) per human ( HN is the total human population). The 

same principle goes for λ
M

, the force of infection to vectors. They can be 

expressed as: 

 
     

;H M H MM

H

H M
H

M M M

N ab mab

N N N N

I I I
                

 
     

.M M H M H M H

HM

M

H H

N ab ab

N N N N

I I I
     (1) 

Thus, the equivalent total transmission rate as used in the SIR model from 

vector to human population is βH= mab
H

 and from human to vector is βM= 

ab
M where m = NM/NH is the vector (female mosquito) to human population 

ratio or the number of female mosquitoes per person.  

Based on the framework, the relevant mathematical equations are those 

related to infected human and vector populations: 

 dIH/dt  =  λ
H

SH – γH IH – (µH+ αH) IH   

    =  λ
H

SH – (γH + µH+ αH) IH;   

 dIM/dt  =  λ
M

SM – µM IM;  

    NH  =  SH + IH;   

   NM  =  SM + IM.  (2) 

For an outbreak to take place, both infected humans and vectors must 

increase.  

Humans:  dIH/dt > 0, or  λ
H

SH – (γH + µH+ αH) IH > 0;  (3) 

Vectors:  dIM/dt > 0, or  λ
M

SM – µM IM  > 0.  (4) 

For an infection process to stop, the number of both infected humans and 

vectors must decrease. So the threshold conditions for epidemic to take place 
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are when infected humans and vectors reach constant values, or in 

mathematical forms:  

 dIH/dt = 0, &  dIM/dt = 0.  (5) 

The threshold condition can be rewritten as:  

 ma = (γH + µH+ αH) µM / (ab
H

b
M

);   

or 

 mab
H 

ab
M

/[(γH + µH+ αH) µM] = 1.  (6) 

 

The basic reproduction number and vectorial capacity  

For dengue, µH (~10-5/day) & αH (~10-3/day) are normally small and negligible 

relative to γH (~10-1/day) (37). This threshold condition defines the basic 

reproduction number, R0, as 

 

2

0

 
  .H M

MH

ma b b
R

µ
  (7) 

This is the relation obtained by Macdonald in his classical paper (38, 50) on 

malaria, except that the parasite latency was not incorporated here.  

To incorporate latency, let n represents the pathogen (virus for dengue or 

parasite for malaria) extrinsic incubation period (EIP) in days, which is the 

time for the vector between being infected to becoming infective to the 

vertebrate host. Eq. (7) can be rewritten as 

 

·2

0

 
  .

Mµ n

H M

MH

ma b b e
R

µ



  (8) 

The basic reproduction number means that the number of new human 

cases generated by one infective human during his/her infectious period 

(about 5 days for dengue) after being introduced to a fully susceptible human 

population, through vectors who have survived incubation time after being 

infected by the infective human. 

Vectorial Capacity, VC, is often used to characterize the vector’s ability 

in transmission disease. It is defined as 

 

·2

0  
  .

Mµ n

H M

h M

R ma b b e
VC

T µ



   (9) 
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Vectorial capacity is the average new cases generated per unit time by one 

infected human introduced in a totally susceptible population during his/her 

infectious period. 

As suggested by Garrett-Jones (78) using day as the unit of time, the 

vectorial capacity represents the average daily number of secondary cases 

generated by one primary case introduced in a fully susceptible host.  Hence, 

he called the term "vectorial capacity” the "daily reproduction rate, that is, 

the daily fraction of the basic reproduction rate.” Here the basic 

reproduction rate refers to the basic reproduction number, R0, used in this 

study. It has no unit and is thus not a rate. The vectorial capacity can also be 

called the basic daily reproduction number.  

Relative vectorial capacity (rVc) is used to estimate dengue epidemic 

potential in this thesis, paper 1, since we do not have global data on the vector 

population distribution and dynamics. rVc is defined as 

·2  
 

Mµ n

H M

M

a b b eC

µm

V
rVc



  . (10) 

Where VC is given from Equation (9) and m is the vector-to-human 

population ratio which is unknown. 

The basic reproduction number R0 represents the number of new cases 

generated by one infected person during his/her infectious period (Th) when 

introduced into a totally susceptible population. Vectorial capacity represents 

the daily reproduction number [1-3]. This same interpretation holds for 

relative vectorial capacity rVc if 1m   which represents equal population 

sizes of humans and vectors.  

Dengue epidemic criteria  

An outbreak of an infectious disease occurs when R0 is larger than 1 [4]. Since 

rVc and VC are related to  R0 by the equations (9-10), the critical values 

(labeled as *) for an epidemic outbreak for VC  and rVc  (R0=1) are 

 
1

*  ,
h

VC
T

  and (11) 

 
1

* 
h

c
m

rV
T

 .  (12) 

The infectious period of dengue is between 4 and 12 days [5] and it is usually 

assumed to be 5 days [6]. This means that for an epidemic outbreak to take 

place, the VC must be larger than  
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1*  0.2VC day  (or 

1 10.083 *  0.25day VC day   ); (13) 

 
10.2

* rVC day
m

  ( or 
1 10.083 0.25

* day rVc day
m m

   ). (14) 

If 1m  , then rVc * is the same as VC *. This means that the larger the vector 

to human population ratio for an area, the less the required value of rVc for 

an outbreak to occur. This explains why a dengue outbreak usually occurs 

approximately three months after the rainy season starts [7]; the vector 

population increases drastically with newly matured vectors and rVc  (and VC) 

exceed their critical values. Thus, a dengue epidemic outbreak would occur as 

long as the rVc (or VC) is larger than its critical value – and the outbreak would 

die out when the rVc (or VC) falls below these values – assuming that the virus 

is introduced, susceptible humans are available, and sufficient vectors are 

established.  

To compare locations where human and vector populations vary but we do 

not have this information, the relative vectorial capacity rVc is used in the 

estimation of dengue epidemic potential. The relation between rVc and 

temperature depends on the temperature relation of each of the five individual 

model parameters in equation (10).  

There are two dengue vectors, Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus. In the 

first paper of this thesis, rVc was used to estimate dengue epidemic potential 

for only the principal vector, Aedes aegypti. In the second thesis, VC was used 

to estimate dengue epidemic potential for both dengue vectors, Aedes aegypti 

and Aedes albopictus. The female vector-to-human population ratio, m, is 

assumed to depend on temperature the same way as the life expectancy or 

inverse of the mortality rate. The longer the female mosquito lives, the higher 

the female population would be. The same reasoning has been used before7. A 

constant, c, with unit of 1/time has to be multiplied in order to keep the m in 

the right units as shown in Eq. (15) below.  

m

c
m


  (15)  

Here c is chosen such that the maximum value of m (mmax) is 1.5. Sensitivity 

analysis of VC to other values of mmax is discussed in thesis paper 2’s 

Supplementary Information (S6).  
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Temperature dependent model parameters 

From the peer-reviewed literature, the temperature (T) relationship of all five 

model parameters in Equation (10) a, bh, bm, n, and μm are found for the 

principal dengue vector Aedes aegypti. They are listed below. 

1) Biting rate (a) 

 The average blood meal frequency (a) of female A. aegypti collected weekly 

increased linearly with weekly T in Thailand after converting weeks to days 

[24]: 

 
1( ) 0.0043 0.0943 ( ) (21 C 32 C)a T T day T       (16) 

The relationship is statistically significant (p = 0.05 and R2 = 0.08).  

2)  The probability of infection to vector per bite (bm)  

Based on empirical data for various flaviviruses (West Nile virus, Murray 

Valley encephalitis virus, and St. Louis encephalitis virus), Lambrechts et al. 

derived the relationships between temperature and the probability of 

infection (see Supplementary Information S1) [11]:  

 
0.0729 0.9037 (12.4 C 26.1 C)

( )
1 (26.1 C< 32.5 C)

m

T T
b T

T

    
 

  
 (17) 

This relationship is piecewise linear, with increasing probability starting at 

12.4°C and a constant probability of one above 26.1°C. 

3)  The probability of transmission to human per bite (bh)  

Lambrechts et al. also described the equations for the probability of human 

infection using thermodynamic functions [11,34]: 

 
   

 

0.001044 – 1  2.286 32.461   

for 1  2.286 C    32.461 C

hb T T T T

T

 

   
 (18) 

hb increases almost linearly with T for 12.3°C ≤ T < 26°C, decreases sharply 

when T > 28°C, and decreases to zero when T ≥ 32.5°C.  

4) Extrinsic incubation period (n)  

Based on experimental data for the range of 12°C to 36°C [35,36], an 

exponential function was used to fit the data, although other functions could 

also be used [26]. 

   5.15 0.123  4 Tn T e     (19) 
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5) Mortality rate ( m ) Experiments by Yang et al. [25] on female A. 

aegypti mosquitoes over the temperature range of 10.54°C ≤ T ≤ 33.41°C 

found the mortality rate ranged from 0.027 (0.27%) per day to 0.092 (0.92%) 

per day with the highest survival at T = 27.6°C and the lowest survival at T < 

14°C and T > 32°C. They used a 4th order polynomial function to fit the data: 

 
  2

4 3 6 4

 0.8692 –  0.1590    0.01116  

– 3.408 10    3.809 10

m T T T

T T



 

 

  

  (20) 

Diurnal temperature range and vectorial capacity 

The temperature relationships of model parameters provided the basis for 

incorporating the influence of DTR in rVc and VC (Equation (9-10)). We 

created a new daily temperature profile (24 points for rVc and 48 points for 

VC) using the daily mean temperature (T) and the daily DTR by assuming a 

sinusoidal 1- or ½-hourly temperature variation between the two extremes (T 

± DTR/2 or Tmax and Tmin) within a period of 24 hours. The corresponding 

(rVc) VC was calculated using this new daily temperature for each 1 or ½ hour 

of the day and then averaged over a day. When using monthly temperature 

data (maximum, mean and minimum) as input, we have assumed the same 

temperature for each day of the month. In the same way as with daily 

temperature data (T, DTR), T is the mean temperature and DTR is between 

the maximum and mean, and between mean and the minimum temperature. 

DTR was incorporated in the calculated rVc or VC for each day first. This daily 

VC is the same averaged VC over the month when using monthly climate data 

as input. 

Climate data – coastal temperature correction 

Most of the climate data used for this thesis are gridded to 0.5 x 0.5 degree 

resolution (about 50x50 km at the equator), such as the historical data of from 

the Climate Research Unit (CRU) online database (79) and the future climate 

data from ISMIP (80) datasets.  

The CRU dataset is based on analysis of over 4000 individual weather 

station records applied spatial interpolation algorithm to model the rest areas 

globally. This means that temperature values could be sensitive to their 

surrounding environment, such as oceans. Therefore, the consistency of 

temperatures were checked between data from CRU and local weather 

stations in the Met Office Integrated Data Archive System (MIDAS) (89).  

The two datasets are more or less identical except that deviations occur for 

cities having a large portion of coast lines. The differences were largest in 

Madeira (3.34°C), then Nice (2.17°C) and Málaga (1.79°C) among the 10 
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European cities studied in this thesis. Table 1 shows the comparison. The 

relatively small standard deviations (SD) observed for these coastal cities 

show a rather consistent difference between the data sources over time. 

When using gridded climate data as model input for individual cities, a 

coastal temperature correction is usually applied. This means adding the 

temperature difference in Table 1 to the climate dataset for both the historical 

data from CRU and the future data from ISMIP, since there is no future 

weather data to compare with. 

Table 1. Differences in temperature between MIDAS (89) (local weather station) and 

the CRU-TS3.10 (114) (gridded) data set. Temperatures from each source were 

averaged for the period 1/1/2000 – 12/31/2009. 

City 
TMIDAS-TCRU 

(SD) (oC) 

Stockholm  0.56 (0.5) 

Berlin    0.26 (0.3) 

Amsterdam   0.17 (0.2) 

Paris   -0.66 (0.4) 

Nice   2.17 (0.2) 

Rome    -0.62 (0.5) 

Athens    1.34 (0.3) 

Málaga    1.79 (0.7) 

Madeira    3.34 (0.3) 

Miami   -0.31 (0.1) 

Colombo    0.94 (0.8) 

Singapore    0.09 (0.2) 
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Appendix B          

Model 2   Modelling vector Aedes aegypti 

Modelling framework for vector dynamics and abundance  

A process-based three-compartment mathematical model was used for this 

study to represent the lifecycle of Aedes aegypti: Larvae, Pupae and Adults 

(40). Figure 2 shows the model framework and parameters used. Eggs was not 

considered as a separate compartment due to its complexity for development 

– the majority of the eggs stays in different quiescent stages and it can take 

months to years before they develop into larvae (41).  

 

Figure 2.  Model framework for Aedes aegypti mosquito population dynamics. Colour codes are: 

shaded green is precipitation dependent or under-water stages, red coloured words temperature 

dependent, and shaded yellow human population or activity related. Three vector populations are 

in boxes. Model parameters are those without boxes, which describe all the vital rates, and 

environmental and human influences through the carrying capcity.  
 

All vital rates (birth, death, and state-transition rates) depend on 

temperature and/or precipitation. In addition, the fecundity rate of adult 

females depend on the local human population density for blood meal and the 

egg-to-lava hatching depends on the larvae population and environmental 

carrying capacity due to competition for survival. The whole lifecycle from egg 

to adult take one to a few weeks depending on temperature and precipitation.  

Three ordinary differential equations are used to describe the rates of 

change of individuals for each of the life-history stages: 

( , ) ( ) ,h e l l

dL
hZ A AqZ L f L L

dt
       (21) 

,p p p

dP
L P P

dt
      (22) 

.p a

dA
P A

dt
    (23) 
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Here L, P, and A are the total female larval, pupal, and adult population per 

area, with the area being either a city/location or a 0.5 x 0.5 degree grid when 

we generate global maps. All the variables and parameters used in these 

equations are explained in Table 2-4. 

From the top down, the three equations describe the rates of change of their 

respective densities.  

Equation (21) describes the change of female larvae population density 

(dL/dt). L increases (first term) from eggs laid by the female adults 

( , ) ,hhZ A A of which a fraction ( )eqZ L  are viable, of which a fraction f 

become female. Larvae die at rate 𝜇𝑙 and develop into pupae at rate 𝜎l (second 

term). Similarly, Equation (22) describes pupal population change over time: 

increases due to transition from larvae and decreases from mortality at rate 

𝜇p and development into female adults. Equation (23) describes the female 

adult population: increases due to transition from pupae and decreases from 

mortality at rate 𝜇a. 

The adult female fecundity rate ( , )hhZ A   is expressed as the product of 

three factors. The first is the oviposition rate as determined in laboratory 

studies when sufficient blood meals were provided. Under natural conditions, 

the availability of blood meals is limited by human population density (ρ), as 

described by the second factor h (human blood-meal factor), and by 

competing human food with each other and human preventive measures (k) 

taken when the population of mosquitoes (A) increases, as described by the 

third factor ( , ) 1 / ( )hZ A A k   . The product ( , )hhZ A   thus describes the 

reduction in oviposition rate due to lack of available blood meals. The egg-to-

larva hatching is expressed as the product of two factors: the fraction of eggs 

hatching q at low larval population density and ( ) 1 /eZ L L C   the larval 

density-dependent reduction factor for the viable eggs to survive and develop 

into larvae if larval population density is under the environmental carrying 

capacity C. Theoretically, L can be greater than C. But it did not happen in any 

of the cases we consider. 

Table 2 summaries all the symbols used in this study, their meanings, units, 

values and the sources. The colour codes are similar to the framework (Figure 

6), where red represents temperature related variables, green rainfall related 

variables, yellow human related parameters/variables, grey vector population 

density, and white constants or mixed variable types. We used a pseudo-unit 

[M] for mosquito numbers (71). 
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Table 2. Summary of symbols used in this study, their meanings, units, values and sources. 

 
[i]  ISMIP gridded annual (ρ, g) and monthly (T, W) data during 1950-2099. 
[ii]  CRU TS3.25 gridded monthly data during 1901-2015.  
*  Based on relations from Yang et al. (2016)(71). 

** Fitted to data in laboratory studies from Yang et al. (40). 
 Those left empty in the last column are modelled in this thesis. 

 

 

Variables and their relations with weather, human population 

and GDP 

Equations (24-30) describe the variables used in Equations (21-23). The 

parameters and values used in these equations are summarized in Table 3 and 4. Each 

function is motivated and explained below. 

1

( )
( )

h



 




   (24) 

( , ) ab g
d g

g


   (25) 

Symbol Meaning Unit
Value or 

Equations

Type of variables 

or/and source

f fraction of eggs that can become female mosquitoes 0.5 constant 

k vector-induced protective behaviour 4 constant 

Z h(A , ρ ) density-dependent probability for human blood meal 1-A/(k*ρ)

Z e(L ) density-dependent reduction factor for egg-larva hatching 1-L/C

t time day independent

L (t ) female larval population [M] Eq.21 state variable

P (t ) female pupal population [M] Eq.22 state variable

A (t ) female adult mosquito population [M] Eq.23 state variable

ρ (t ) human population density persons/km2 time series data input [i]

ρ 1 half-saturation constant persons/km2 400 constant 

g (t ) GDP/capita $/person time series data input [i]

g a (t ) world average GDP/capita $/person time series data input [i]

h (ρ ) human blood meal factor Eq.24

d (ρ , g ) breeding sites related to human activities [M] Eq.25

W (t ) daily precipitation mm/day time series data input [i, ii]

q (W ) fraction of eggs hatching to larvae Eq.26 Yang et al. Eq.(2)*

c (W ) carrying capacity for larvae per breeding site Eq.27 Yang et al. Eq.(2)*

C (W , ρ , g ) environmental carrying capacity for larvae [M] Eq. 26*Eq.27

T (t ) mean daily temperature °C time series data input [i, ii]

𝜱(T) intrinsic oviposition rate per female mosquito day-1 Eq. 28 Yang et al. Table 3.2**

σl(T ) per-capita transition rate from larva to pupa day-1 Eq. 28 Yang et al. Table 3.2**

σp(T ) per-capita transition rate from  pupa to adult day-1 Eq. 28 Yang et al. Table 3.2**

µa(T ) per-capita mortality rate of larvae day-1 Eq. 28 Yang et al. Eq.(3.2)**

µl(T ,W ) per-capita mortality rate of pupae day-1 Eq. 29 Yang et al. Eq.(3.2)**

µp(T ,W ) per-capita mortality rate of female adults day-1 Eq. 30 Yang et al. Table 3.2**
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 (27) 

0

( )
n

i

i

i

y T p T


  (28) 

 ( , ) ( ) 1 [ ] [ ]l l la c cT W T W W W W        (29) 

 ( , ) ( ) 1 [ ] [ ]p p pa c cT W T W W W W        (30) 

 

Table 3. Precipitation-dependent model parameters, values, and sources. 

 

*  Based on study by Yang et al. (2016) (71). 
** Modified the values used by Yang et al. (2016) (71). 
# Modelled in this thesis. 

 

The human blood meal factor in Equation (24), h, is used based on the fact 

that in nature, except for rainforests, humans are the main food that Aedes aegypti 

require for laying eggs (29) and the value of oviposition rate 𝜱 was measured in the 

laboratory with full blood meal provided (39). This is because the value of 𝜱 was 

measured from laboratory with full blood meals provided. In the field except 

for rainforests, humans are the main food for Aedes aegypti for laying eggs 

(29). ρ1 corresponds to the human population density at which the half blood 

meal is obtained. The value was taken as the minimum human density within 

the flying range of Aedes aegypti, 1 person per 50 x 50 meter2 (Table 2). 

Equation (26) is the fraction of eggs that will hatch to larvae, q, in the situation 

where there is sufficient breeding sites for hatching. This under-water process 

takes place from both the rainfall (W) dependent breeding site (first term) and 

the rainfall-independent breeding site (q2 – see table 3) (71).  

Symbol Meaning Unit Value Source

c2 rain-independent breeding sites 0.1 Yang et al. Table 2*

c0 production of breeding sites by rain 1/mm 5 Yang et al. Table 2*

c1 amount of rain to produce 1/2 of the max breeding sites mm 30 Yang et al. Table 2*

q0  amount of rain to allow 50% of eggs hatching mm 0.2 Yang et al. Table 2*

q1 capacity of eggs hatching with rain 1/mm 0.02 Yang et al. Table 2*

q2 hatching fraction from rain-independent sites 0.037 #

µ la additional mortality for larvae due to heavy rain 1/mm 0.001 **

µ pa additional mortality for pupae due to heavy rain 1/mm 0.001 **

Wc critical rain volume to cause additional mortality mm 30 Yang et al. Table 2*
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Table 4. Coefficients (pi) in temperature-dependent model parameters that was estimated from 

fitting polynomial (40). The unit of coefficients pi is days−1 × (°C)−i. 

 
 

Larval population is regulated by the environmental carrying capacity (C). 

C is expressed as two parts, C=c*d. Here c (Equation (27)) is the carrying 

capacity per breeding site and is mainly contributed by rainfall (W) with a 

small fraction from sources independent of rainfall (c2) (71). d (Equation (25)) 

is the number of breeding sites that comes from human contribution.  

The human contribution can occur directly and indirectly through 

agriculture, polyculture and urbanization (30). Directly, humans need water 

storage used for drinking, farming, and husbandry, and humans create the 

untreated waste containers that catch rain water (30, 103). In general, the 

higher the human population in a given area (ρ), the more the breeding sites 

(d). The lower the economic level, the more the water storage and waste 

containers. Therefore, d is proportional to the human population and 

inversely proportional to the economic level, which we approximate it by the 

ratio of GDP/capita (𝑔) to the world average value (𝑔𝑎). In Equation (25), the 

proportional coefficient, b, is used to represent the number of breeding sites 

per person if the GDP/capital is at the world average value. b is determined by 

comparing the breeding sites used in a validated model by Yang et al. for 

Campinas, Brazil (71) which results in b = 2.4.  

Equations (29-30) describe the mortality rates for larva and pupa. They 

depend on both temperature and precipitation since they are under-water 

stages. Heavy rainfall washes out breeding sites through overflow and creates 

extra mortality if it exceeds the critical value Wc – 30 mm/day (71). Here θ(x) 

is the Heaviside function which is 1 if x≥0 and 0 otherwise. The temperature 

dependent part of the mortality μ(T) as well as the development/transition 

rate (σ) between compartments and the intrinsic oviposition rate (𝜱) are 

estimated from laboratory studies of Aedes aegypti (39). They are fitted using 

an n-th degree polynomial as shown in Equation (28) where y(T) stands for 
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either μj(T), σj (T) or 𝜱(T), and j includes (l, p, a) that denote the three stages 

of a mosquito’s life.  

1.  Vector abundance analysis and data sources 

Since only female mosquitoes bite people and transmit diseases, we define the 

vector abundance as the total number of adult female mosquitoes over certain 

period of time, such as a season or a year.  

To implement, we solve differential equations (21-23) numerically using 

computer programs first to obtain the vector population for each stage as a 

function of time. From this, we summarize the total female adult vector 

population over a defined period. Based on averaged seasonal or annual vector 

abundance over a decade, we can map the vector abundance globally. In 

addition, we can also calculate the vector population dynamics for a particular 

city or region in the world to have a zoom-in look. 

Global climate, human population and GDP data are used as input for the 

abundance estimation. From the Climate Research Unit (CRU) online 

database, time series (CRU TS3.25) of gridded (0.5 x 0.5 degrees) monthly 

mean temperature and precipitation data are downloaded (1901-2016) (95). 

The annual global human population (1901-2099) and GDP (1950-2099) data 

are downloaded also from ISMIP (80). Both are gridded data at 0.5° and 5' 

resolutions. We use linear interpolation function to obtain continuous data 

before linking to model parameters and solving the equations. 

Program Wolfram Mathematica 11 and R (package deSolve 1.20) (88) were 

used to solve differential equations (21-23) to obtain time-series vector 

population values.  

2.  Vector-invasion criterion, analysis and data source  

Invasion and establishment of the mosquito population in an area is usually 

predicted on the basis of the basic reproduction ratio, R0, which sometimes 

called offspring number (40). This is a threshold condition like that used in 

Model 1. 

For constant or time-independent model parameters, the invasion criterion 

for our model is given by: (71) 

 

(31) 

When our model parameters are allowed to depend on weather conditions, 

either through temperature or precipitation, the criterion above no longer 

suffices to reliably predict the outcome. Another invasion criterion is therefore 

𝑅0 =
𝜎𝑙

𝜎𝑝 + 𝜇𝑙

𝜎𝑝

𝜎𝑎 + 𝜇𝑝

𝛷

𝜇𝑎

> 1. 
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needed that accounts for time-dependent environment that the vector 

experiences for its development.  

To assess whether the environmental conditions during a given time period 

enable vector invasion, we determine the long-term growth rate of a vector 

population under the two assumptions: 1) the environmental conditions are 

periodic, i.e., they repeat themselves after the end of the timespan considered, 

and 2) density-dependent probability/reduction factor are negligible. The 

long-term growth rate gives a measure of the invasion potential and positive 

values are interpreted as supporting invasion. 

In the absence of density-dependent probability/reduction factor, which 

only occurs within established populations, the system of differential 

equations (21-23) can be written in matrix form: 

 

(32a) 

For notational simplicity, we write Equation (32a) on the shorter form,  

d𝒙

d𝑡
= 𝑴(𝑡) ∙ 𝒙.   (32b) 

Note that M(t) is time dependent since the model parameters vary with 

time from temperature and precipitation.  

In a periodic dynamic system with a period of τ, the solution of Eq. (32) can 

be derived based on Floquet theory (115), through solving the corresponding 

matrix differential equation over one period τ:  

d𝑭

dt
= 𝑴(t) ∙ 𝑭,    (33) 

with (F(0)=I)  ̶  the identity matrix  ̶  as an initial condition. F(t) is called a 

principal fundamental matrix of Eq. (32) if it is a non-singular matrix at all 

times. The eigenvalues (λi, i=1,2,3) of F(τ) are called Floquet multipliers and 

determine the long term behaviour of the system.  

The solution x(t) of Eq. (12) has the form  

𝒙(𝑡)  = 𝐅(𝑡) ∙ 𝒙(𝑡0)  = ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑒
𝜇𝑖𝑡𝒑𝑖

3
𝑖=1 , (34) 

where t0 is the initial time and x(t0) is the initial population vector. x(t) is a 

sum of 3 periodic functions (pi with period τ) multiplied by exponentially 

growing or shrinking terms. Here ci are the initial conditions. μi are called 

(
𝐿′
𝑃′
𝐴′

) = (

−σl − μl 0 𝑓𝑞𝛷ℎ
σl −σp − μp 0

0 σp −μa

) (
𝐿
𝑃
𝐴

). 
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Floquet exponents, which relates to the Floquet multipliers through relation,  

λi= 𝑒𝜇𝑖𝜏.  

The population growth rate, r, is given by the largest Floquet exponent: 

r = log(λ) / 𝜏. (35) 

Here λ is the largest eigenvalue of F(τ). For n periods (t = nτ), the vector 

population grows geometrically as λ𝑛 but the growth rate r is the same as one 

period based on Equation (7). If λ > 1 or r > 0, the vector population will grow 

and on average multiply geometrically after each time period and eventually 

establish themselves. If λ < 1 or r < 0, the vector population will reduce and 

die out over time.  

To obtain the eigenvalue of the principal fundamental matrix solution over 

one period, F(τ), we solve Eq. (33) numerically. If M(t) is a constant matrix 

or a positive, square and commutative matrix at all time, then F(τ)  can be 

expressed as: 

F(τ) = 𝑒
∫ 𝐌(𝑠)𝑑𝑠

𝜏+𝑡0
𝑡0 ∙ 𝐅(𝑡0)   =  𝑒

∫ 𝐌(𝑠)𝑑𝑠
𝜏+𝑡0

𝑡0 ∙ I. (36)  

Since M(t) changes with time, an approximation has been made by dividing 

time into small sections within which M(t) is assumed constant. Through this 

numerical method, we obtain the largest eigenvalue λ. 

As described above for abundance study, the same data were used. In addition, 

CRU TS v. 4.00 (1901 – 2016) was also downloaded  to compare different data 

source (95). For future climate data, projected monthly temperature and 

precipitation from the ISMIP based on CMIP5 five models ensemble were 

used under the scenario RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 (2006-2099). The climate data 

from the ensemble were averaged first before linking to the model parameters. 

Using linear interpolated data as input to the proper vector and human 

parameters (see Table 2) listed in Matrix 𝑴(t) in equation (32a), we find the 

largest real eigenvalue λ and the growth rate r.  

We define the vector invasion of a new place as the growth rate of vectors over 

a certain period of time, such as a year or 10 years. Based on this, we generate 

European map of vector invasion. Program Wolfram Mathematica 11 and R 

(package expm) are used (88).  


